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In a previous article, in collaboration with Jean-Michel Vallin, we constructed
two quantum groupo@ ds, dual to each other, from a depth 2 inclusion of von
Neumann algebras M0 /M1 . In this paper we investigate this structure in greater
detail. In the previous article, we constructed the analog of a co-product, while in
this paper we define a co-inverse, by making the polar decomposition of the analog
of the antipode, and left and right invariant Haar operator-valued weights. These
two structures of quantum groupo@ ds, dual to each other, can be placed on the
relative commutants M$0 & M2 and M$1 & M3 in such a way that the canonical
Jones’ tower associated to the inclusion can be described as a tower of successive
crossed-products by these two structures.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. In a previous article [EV], J.-M. Vallin and the author constructed,
from a depth 2 inclusion of von Neumann algebras M0 /M1 , with an
operator-valued weight verifying a regularity condition, a pseudo-multi-
plicative unitary; this object led to two structures of Hopf bimodules, dual
to each other. We then constructed an action of one of these structures on
the algebra M1 such that M0 is the fixed point subalgebra, the algebra M2
given by the basic construction being then isomorphic to the crossed-
product. We have constructed on M2 an action of the other structure,
which can be considered as the dual action.
These notions (pseudo-multiplicative unitary, Hopf-bimodule) had been
introduced by Vallin [V1, V2] in order to generalize, up to the groupo@ d
case, the classical notions of multiplicative unitary [BS] and of Hopfvon
Neumann algebras [ES] which were introduced to describe and explain
duality of groups and led to appropriate notions of quantum groups [ES,
W1, W2, BS, MN, W3, KV]. If the inclusion M0 /M1 is irreducible, we
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recover quantum groups, as proved and studied in previous papers [EN,
E2, E3].
Therefore, this construction leads to a notion of the quantum groupo@ d
and a construction of a duality within quantum groupo@ ds.
1.2. In a finite-dimensional setting, this construction can be mostly
simplified and is studied in [NV1, V3, BSz1, BSz2, Sz], where examples
are described. The link with the first constructions made in [Y4] is made
in [NV1]. In [NV2], the link between these finite quantum groupo@ ds and
dept 2 inclusions of II1 factors is given.
1.3. In this paper, we continue studying these structures. We construct,
from the pseudo-multiplicative unitary, the analog of an antipode, and we
show that this antipode bears a polar decomposition which leads to a co-
inverse (a unitary antipode) and a deformation one-parameter group of the
structure. It appears, in fact, that most of the constructions of [EN] and
[E2] can be mimicked in order to get these results and that the pseudo-
multiplicative unitary is, therefore, manageable, in a sense similar to [W3],
in which Woronowicz introduced the notion of manageable multiplicative
unitaries.
We obtain now a complete description of a measured quantum groupo@ d,
with all the ingredients expected: the analog of a coproduct and of a co-inverse,
and left and right Haar operator-valued weights.
Moreover, these structures can be put on the relative commutants M$0 & M2
and M$1 & M3 . We obtain the following theorem:
Theorem (8.2). Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion of von Neumann
algebras, (Mi) i # N the canonical Jones’ tower of inclusions; let us suppose that
there exits a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight T1 from M1
to M0 such that T2 | M$0 & M2 and T3 | M$1 & M3 are semi-finite, where, for all i2,
Ti is the canonical normal semi-finite operator-valued weight from Mi to
Mi&1 ; let us suppose, moreover, that there exists a normal semi-finite faithful
weight / on M$0 & M1 such that, for all t in R, we have _T1t =_
/
t . For i1,
let us denote by ji the canonical anti-isomorphism j i (X )=Ji X*Ji from Mi+1
to the commutant M$i&1 on L2(Mi) where Ji is the bijective antilinear
isometry on L2(Mi) given by the TomitaTakesaki construction of Mi , its
restriction to M$i&1 & Mi+1 (which is an anti-automorphism of M$i&1 & Mi+1),
or its restriction to M$i&1 & Mi (which is an anti-isomorphism from M$i&1 & Mi
to M$i & Mi+1). We shall write id for the identity isomorphism of
M$i&1 & Mi+1 or the injection of M$i&1 & M i into M$i&1 & Mi+1 . Then:
(i) there exists a normal injective homomorphism 11
t
from M$0 & M2
to the fiber product (M$0 & M2) j1V id/ (M$0 & M2), such that, for all b in
M$0 & M1 :
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11
t
(b)=b j1 id/
1
11
t
( j1(b))=1 j1id/
j1(b)
(11
t
j1
V id/ id ) 11
t
=(id j1 V id/ 11
t
) 11
t
.
This last formula having a sense, thanks to the two preceding ones. Therefore,
(M$0 & M1 , M$0 & M2 , id, j1 , 11
t
) is a Hopf-bimodule in the sense of
([V1, 2.2.1(i)] and [EV 6.5]).
(ii) we have:
( j1 j1 V id/ j1) 11
t
=/11
t
j1
Therefore, (M$0 & M1 , M$0 & M2 , id, j1 , 1 1 , j1) is a co-involutive Hopf-
bimodule in the sense of ([V1, 2.2.1 (iv)]).
(iii) we have, for all positive X in M$0 & M2 :
(id j1 V id/ T2) 11
t
(X )=T2(X ).
We shall say that the restriction of T2 to M$0 & M2 is a left Haar operator-
valued weight.
Moreover, if T is a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight from
M$0 & M2 to M$0 & M1 such that, for all positive X in M$0 & M2 ,
(id idV j1
/ o
T ) 11
t
(X )=T(X ),
then there exists an invertible positive self-adjoint operator a affiliated to
Z(M0) & Z(M1) such that T(x)=T2(aX ).
(iv) applying these results to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we obtain a
co-involutive Hopf-bimodule ((M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 , j1 , j2 b j1 , 12
t
, j2) with
a left-invariant Haar operator-valued weight T3 | M$1 & M3 .
(v) there exists an injective morphism :1
t from M1 to the fiber product
M1 idV j1
/o
(M$1 & M3), such that, for all b in M$0 & M1 , we have
:1
t(b)=(1 idV j1
/ o
j2 b j1)(b)
and
(:1
t
idV j1
/o
id ) :1
t=(id idV j1
/o
12
t
) :1
t .
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So, :1
t is an action of the Hopf-bimodule ((M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 , j2 b j1 , j1 , 12
t
)
on M1 in the sense of ([EV], 7.1); this action is minimal and satisfies
M0=M :1
t
1 ,
where M :1
t
1 had been defined in [EV, 7.2], and the von Neumann algebra M2
is isomorphic to the crossed-product of M1 and M$1 & M3 by this action.
(vi) applying these results to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we obtain a
co-involutive Hopf-bimodule (M$0 & M1 , M$2 & M4 , j2 b j1 , j2 , 13
t
, j3) with a
left Haar operator valued weight T4 | M$2 & M4 , such that j2 b j1 is an isomorphism
from (M$0 & M1 , M$0 & M2 , id, j1 , 11
t
, j1) on (M$0 & M1 , M$2 & M4 , j2 b j1 , j2 ,
13
t
, j3), and an action ( j1 , :2
t) of (M$0 & M1 , M$2 & M4 , j2 b j1 , j2 , 13
t
) on M2 ,
such that
M1=M :2
t
2
and, for all y in M$0 & M2 , we have:
:2
t( y)=(id j1V j2 j1/ j2 b j1) 11
t
( y).
This action is integrable; more precisely, we get
(id j1 V j2 j1/ T4 | M$2 & M4) :2
t=T2
and this action, modulo the isomorphism of M2 with the crossed-product of
M1 and M$1 & M3 by :1
t , is the dual action of :1
t .
1.4. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to all the
preliminaries needed: ConnesSauvageot’s relative tensor product, Jones’
basis construction, and a summary of [EV]. In Section 3 a theory of slice
maps for the fiber product construction introduced in [V1] and [EV] is
developed. Section 4 gives some precise properties of the action introduced
in [EV]. In Section 5 a Heisenberg-type property for the intersection of the
quantum groupo@ d and its dual is proved. In Section 6 we prove that the
pseudo-multiplicative unitary W1 satisfies a property which is very similar
to Woronowicz’s manageability property for multiplicative unitaries. The
antipode, which is roughly speaking defined as the application which sends
(id V |)(W1) on (id V |)(W 1*), has a polar decomposition, which leads to
a one-parameter group of automorphisms, and a co-inverse (unitary antipode).
In Section 7, we construct the left (resp. right) Haar operator-valued
weight. In Section 8, we summarize all preceeding results and put these
quantum groupo@ d structures on the relative commutants M$0 & M2 and
M$1 & M3 . Section 9 is devoted to specific cases.
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1.5. The author is mostly indebted to J.-M. Vallin and L. Va@$ nerman
for many fruitful conversations.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we mostly recall definitions and notations about Connes’
spatial theory (2.1, 2.2), about Jones’ basic construction associated to an
inclusion of von Neumann algebras (2.5) and to an operator-valued weight
(2.6), and about the quantum structures (pseudo-multiplicative unitary, Hopf-
bimodules) associated to a depth 2 inclusion of von Neumann algebras (2.7).
2.1. Spatial theory [C1, S2]. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, and let
 be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on N; let N , M , H , ? , 4 ,
J , 2 , ... be the canonical objects of the TomitaTakesaki construction
associated to the weight . Let : be a non-degenerate normal representation
of N on a Hilbert space H. We may as well consider H as a left N-module
and write it :H. Following [C1, Definition 1], we define the set of -bounded
elements of :H as:
D(:H, )=[! # H; _C<, &:( y) !&C &4( y)&, \y # N].
Then, for any ! in D(: H, ) there exists a bounded operator R:, (!) from
H to H, defined, for all y in N , by:
R:, (!) 4( y)=:( y) !.
If there is no ambiguity about the representation :, we shall write R(!)
instead of R:, (!). This operator belongs to HomN(H , H); therefore, for
any !, ’ in D(: H, ), the operator
%:, (!, ’)=R:, (!) R:, (’)*
belongs to :(N)$; moreover, D( :H, ) is dense [C1, Lemma 2], stable
under :(N)$, with the linear span generated by the operators %:, (!, ’) is
a dense ideal in :(N)$. With the same hypothesis, the operator
(!, ’) :, =R:, (’)* R:, (!)
belongs to ?(N)$. Using TomitaTakesaki’s theory, this last algebra is
equal to J?(N) J , and therefore anti-isomorphic to N (or isomorphic to
the opposite von Neumann algebra No). We shall consider now (!, ’) :, 
as an element of No, and the linear span generated by these operators is a
dense ideal in No.
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Let us suppose now there exists a normal non-degenerate anti-represen-
tation ; of N on H. We may as well then consider H as a right N-module,
and write it H; , or consider ; as a normal non-degenerate representation
of the opposite von Neumann algebra No and consider H as a left No-module.
We can then define on No the opposite faithful semi-finite normal weight o;
we have No=N* , and the Hilbert space Ho will be, as usual, identified
with H , by the identification, for all x in N , of 4 o(x*) with J4(x).
From these remarks, we infer that the set of o-bounded elements of H;
is
D(H; , o)=[! # H; _C<, &;( y*) !&C &4( y)&, \y # N]
and, for any ! in D(H; , o) and y in N , the bounded operator R;, 
o
(!)
is given by the formula:
R;,  o(!) J4( y)=;( y*) !.
This operator belongs to HomN o(H , H). Moreover, D(H; , o) is dense,
stable under ;(N)$=P, and, for all y in P, we have:
R;,  o( y!)= yR;,  o(!)
Then, for any !, ’ in D(H; , o), the operator %;, 
o
(!, ’)=R;, o(!) R;, o(’)*
belongs to P, and the linear span generated by these operators is a dense ideal
in P; moreover, the operator-valued product (!, ’);, o=R;, 
o
(’)* R;,  o(!)
belongs to ?(N); we shall consider now, for simplification, that (!, ’) ;,  o
belongs to N and the linear span generated by these operators is a dense ideal
in N.
2.2. Relative tensor product [C1, S2]. Using the notations of 2.1, now
let K be another Hilbert space on which there exists a non-degenerate
representation # of N. Following J. L. Sauvageot [S2, 2.1], we define the
relative tensor product H ;#

K as the Hilbert space obtained from the
algebraic tensor product D(H; , o) x K equipped with the scalar product
defined, for !1 , !2 in D(H; , o), ’1 , ’2 in K, by
(!1 x ’1 | !2 x ’2)=(#((!1 , !2) ;,  o) ’1 | ’2),
where we have identified N with ?(N) for simplifying the notations.
The image of ! x ’ in H ;#

K will be denoted by ! ;#

’. We shall
use intensively this construction; one should bear in mind that, if we start
from another faithful semi-finite normal weight $, we get another Hilbert
space, which is isomorphic to the first one [S2, 2.6] (but this isomorphism
does not send ! ;#

’ on ! ;#
$
’ !).
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When no confusion is possible about the representation and the anti-
representation, we shall write H K instead of H ;#

K, and ! ’
instead of ! ;#

’.
In [S1, 2.1], the relative tensor product H ;#

K is defined also, if !1 ,
!2 are in H, ’1 , ’2 are in D( #K, ), by the formula
(!1 x ’1 | !2 x ’2)=(;((’1 , ’2) #, ) !1 | !2)
which leads to the definition of a relative flip _ which will be an isomorphism
from H ;#

K onto K #;
 o
H, defined, for any ! in D(H; , o), ’ in
D( #K, ), by
_(! ’)=’ o !.
This allows us to define a relative flip  from L(H ;#

K) to L(K #;
o
H)
which sends X in L(H ;#

K) onto (X)=_X_* . Starting from another
faithful semi-finite normal weight $, we get a von Neumann algebra
L(H ;#
$
K) which is isomorphic to L(H ;#

K) and a von Neumann
algebra L(K #;
$o
H) which is isomorphic to L(K #;
o
H) these iso-
morphisms exchange  and $ . Therefore, the homomorphism  can be
denoted N without any reference to a specific weight.
We recall, following [S2, 2.2b], that, for all ! in H, ’ in D( #K, ), y
in N, analytic with respect to , we have:
;( y) ! ’=! #(_&i2( y)) ’.
Let x be an element of L(H), commuting with the right action of N on H;
(i.e. x # ;(N)$). It is possible to define an operator x ;#

1K on H ;#

K. By
the same way, if y commutes with the left action of N on #K (i.e., y # #(N)$),
it is possible to define 1H ;#

y on H ;#

K, and by composition, it is
possible to define then x ;#

y. If we start from another faithful semi-finite
normal weight $, the canonical isomorphism from H ;#

K to H ;#
$
K
sends x ;#

y on x ;#
$
y [S2, 2.3, 2.6]; therefore, this operator can be
denoted x ;#
N
y without any reference to a specific weight.
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Let us suppose now that K is a N&P bimodule, which means that there
exists a von Neumann algebra P, and a non-degenerate normal anti-
representation = of P on K, such that =(P)/#(N)$. We shall then write
#K= . If y is in P, we have seen that it is then possible to define the operator
1H ;#

=( y) on H ;#

K, and we define this way a non-degenerate
normal antirepresentation of P on H ;#

K, we shall call again = for
simplification. If H is a Q&N bimodule, then H ;#

K becomes a Q&P
bimodule (Connes’ fusion of bimodules).
Taking a faithful semi-finite normal weight & on P and a left P-module
‘L (i.e., a Hilbert space L and a normal non-degenerate representation ‘
of P on L), it is then possible to define (H ;#

K) =‘
&
L. Of course, it
is also possible to consider the Hilbert space H ;#

(K =‘
&
L). It can be
shown that these two Hilbert spaces are isomorphics as ;(N)$&‘(P)$o-
bimodules. (In [V1, 2.1.3], the proof given for N=P abelian can be used,
without modification, in that wider hypothesis.) We shall write then
H ;#

K =‘
&
L without parentheses to emphasize this coassociativity
property of the relative tensor product.
If H and K are finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, the relative tensor
product H ;#

K can be identified with a subspace of the tensor Hilbert
space HK [EV, 2.4], the projection on which belongs to ;(N)#(N).
2.3. Fiber product. Let us follow the notations of 2.2; now let M1 be
a von Neumann algebra on H, such that ;(N)/M1 , and M2 be a von
Neumann algebra on K, such that #(N)/M2 . The von Neumann algebra
generated by all elements x ;#
N
y, where x belongs to M$1 and y belongs
M$2 will be denoted M$1 ; #
N
M$2 (or M$1N M$2 if no confusion if possible)
and will be called the relative tensor product of M$1 and M$2 over N. The
commutant of this algebra will be denoted M1 ;V #
N
M2 (or M1 V N M2 if no
confusion is possible) and called the fiber product of M1 and M2 , over N.
It is straightforward to verify that, if P1 and P2 are two other von Neumann
algebras satisfying the same relations with N, we have
M1 VN M2 & P1 VN P2=(M1 & P1) VN (M2 & P2).
Moreover, we get that N(M1 ;V #
N
M2)=M2 #V ;
No
M1 .
In particular, we have
(M1 & ;(N$)) ;#
N
(M2 & #(N$))/M1 ;V #
N
M2
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and
M1 ;V #
N
N=(M1 & ;(N)$) ;#
N
1.
More generally, if ; is a non-degenerate normal involutive antihomomor-
phism from N into a von Neumann algebra M1 and # is a non-degenerate
normal involutive homomorphism from N into a von Neumann algebra
M2 , it is possible to define, without any reference to a specific Hilbert
space, a von Neumann algebra M1 ;V #
N
M2 .
Moreover, if ;$ now is a non-degenerate normal involutive antihomomor-
phism from N into another von Neumann algebra P1 , #$ a non-degenerate
normal involutive homomorphism form N into another von Neumann algebra
P2 , 8 a normal involutive homomorphism from M1 into P1 such that
8 b ;=;$, and 9 a normal involutive homomorphism from M2 into P2
such that 9 b #=#$, it is possible then to define a normal involutive homo-
morphism (the proof given in [S1, 1.2.4] in the case when N is abelian can
be extended without modification in the general case):
8 ;V #
N
9: M1 ;V #
N
M2  P1 ;$ V #
N
P2 .
In the case where #K= is a N&Po bimodule as explained in 2.2 and ‘L a
P-module, if #(N)/M2 and =(P)/M2 , and if ‘(P)/M3 , where M3 is a von
Neumann algebra on L, it is possible to consider then (M1 ;V #
N
M2) =V ‘
P
M3
and M1 ;V #
N
(M2 =V ‘
P
M3). The coassociativity property for relative tensor
products then leads to the isomorphism of these von Neumann algebras:
we shall now write M1 ;V #
N
M2 =V ‘
P
M3 without parentheses.
If M1 and M2 are finite-dimensional, the fiber product M1 ;V #
N
M2 can
be identified to a reduced algebra of M1M2 (reduced by a projector
which belongs to ;(N)#(N)). [EV, 2.4].
2.4. Hopf-bimodules. Following [V1; EV, 6.5], a quadruplet (N, M, r,
s, 1 ) will be called a Hopf-bimodule if N, M are von Neumann algebras,
r a faithful non-degenerate representation of N into M, s a faithful non-
degenerate anti-representation of N into M, with commuting ranges, and 1
an injective involutive homomorphism from M into M sV r
N
M such that, for
all X in N:
(i) 1(s(X ))=1 sr
N
s(X )
(ii) 1(r(X ))=r(X) sr
N
1
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(iii) 1 satisfies the co-associativity relation:
(1 sV r
N
id ) 1=(id sV r
N
1) 1.
This formula makes sense, thanks to the two preceeding ones and 2.3.
If (N, M, r, s, 1 ) is a Hopf-bimodule, it is clear that (No, M, s, r, N b 1 )
is another Hopf-bimodule which we shall call symmetrized of the first one.
(Recall that N b 1 is a homomorphism from M to M rV s
No
M).
If N is abelian, r=s, 1=N b 1, then the quadruplet (N, M, r, r, 1 )
is equal to its symmetrized Hopf-bimodule, and we shall say that it is a
symmetric Hopf-bimodule.
Let G be a groupo@ d, with G(0) as its set of units, and let us denote by
r and s the range and source applications from G to G(0), given by xx&1=
r(x) and x&1x=s(x). As usual, we shall denote by G(2) (or G (2)s, r) the set of
composable elements, i.e.,
G(2)=[(x, y) # G2; s(x)=r( y)].
In [V1] two Hopf-bimodules were associated to a locally compact
groupo@ d equipped with a Haar system (see [R1; R2; C2, II.5] for more
details, precise definitions, and examples of groupo@ ds).
The first one is (L(G(0)), L(G), rG , sG , 1G ), where, for g in L(G(0)),
we put rG (g)= g b r, sG (g)= g b s, and 1G is defined, for f in L(G) by
1G ( f )=(s, t)  f (st); 1G is an involutive homomorphism from L(G)
into L(G2s, r) (which can be identified to L
(G) sV r L(G)).
The second one is symmetric; it is (L(G(0)), L(G), rG , rG , 1G
t
), where
L(G) is the von Neumann algebra generated by the convolution algebra
associated to the groupo@ d G, and 1G@ has been defined in [Y1] and [V1].
Let (N, M, r, s, 1 ) be a Hopf-bimodule, and let A be a von Neumann
algebra. Following [EV, 7.1], we shall say that (b, :) is an action of (N, M,
r, s, 1) on A if:
(i) b is a faithful non-degenerate anti-representation of N into A
(ii) : is an injective involutive homomorphism from A into A bV r
N
M,
such that, for all X in N, we have
:(b(X ))=1 br
N
s(X)
and such that we have the equality
(: bV r
N
id ) :=(id b V r
N
1 ) :,
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where these two morphisms are going from A to A bV r
N
M sV r
N
M. Then, we
have [EV, 7.2]:
[x # A; :(x) # A bV r
N
N]=[x # b(N)$; :(x)=x br
N
1].
This subalgebra will be denoted A: and will be called the subalgebra of
invariant elements under :; we have clearly:
b(N)/(A:)$ & A.
It is clear that (s, 1 ) is an action of (N, M, r, s, 1 ) on M, such that
r(N)/M1.
An action of (L(G(0)), L(G), rG , rG , 1G
t
) on A is exactly a co-action
of G in the sense of [Y1].
It can be shown that the notions of action of (L(G(0)), L(G), rG ,
sG , 1G ) on A and of action of G on A in the sense of [Y1] are equivalent.
An action of G in the sense of [Y1] is defined on a von Neumann algebra
A which is a Hilbertian integral of a measurable field over G(0), i.e., A=
G (0) Az d+z . If x in A can be written x=

G (0) xz d+z , let us write :(x) for the
function on G sending # # G on G (0) :#(xs(#)) d+r(#) . It is easy to get that we
can identify :(x) with an element of A V L (G (0)) L(G) and that this defines
a morphism : which is an action of (L(G(0)), L(G), rG , sG , 1G ) on A.
Conversely, if : is an action of (L(G(0)), L(G), rG , sG , 1G ) on a von
Neumann algebra A, then, as, for all f in L(G(0)), :(b( f ))=1 bs
L (G (0))
r( f )
commutes with A bV s
L (G (0))
L(G), and therefore with all elements :(a), for
all a in A, we see, by the injectivity of :, that b(L(G(0))) is included in the
center of A; therefore, if A has a separable predual, it is possible to write
A as Hilbertian integral of a measurable field over G(0), and we then can
construct an action of G on A in the sense of [Y1].
If (N, M, r, s, 1 ) is a Hopf-bimodule with a finite-dimensional algebra
M, then the identification of M sV r
N
M with a reduced algebra (MMe)
(2.3) leads to an injective homomorphism 1 from M to MM such that
1 (1)=e{1 and (1  id ) 1 =(id1 ) 1 [EV, 6.5]. Then (M, 1 ) is a weak
Hopf C*-algebra in the sense of [BSz1, BSz2, Sz]. Such objects were found
also in [Y4].
If A is a finite-dimensional algebra on which (N, M, r, s, 1) is acting,
this identification leads to an injective homomorphism :~ from A to AM
such that :~ (1){1 and (:~  id ) :~ )=(id1 ) :~ .
2.5. Jones’ basis construction. Let M0 /M1 be an inclusion of von
Neumann algebras and let i be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on Mi
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(i=0, 1); we shall write H1 instead of H1 , etc. By restriction of the standard
representations of M1 and Mo1 , H1 is canonically a M0&M
o
0 bimodule.
Following [J, 3.1.5(i)], the von Neumann algebra M2=J1M$0J1=EndMo0(H1)
will be called the basic construction from the inclusion M0 /M1 (or we
shall say the inclusion M0 /M1 /M2 is standard). From 2.1, we know
that, for any !, ’ in D(H1 , o0), the operator %
 o0 (!, ’) belongs to M2 and
that the linear span generated by these operators is a dense ideal in M2 .
Let 2 be a faithful semi-finite normal weight on M2 ; we shall write H2
instead of H2 , etc. Then [EN, 3.8], there is an isomorphism from H2 to
H1 0 H1 which sends J2 on the application (for !1 , !2 in D(H1 , 
o
0))
!1 0 !2  J1 !2 0 J1!1 , and the representation ?2 on the representa-
tion of M2 given by x  x0 1H1 . In that sense, we shall identify H2 with
H1 0 H1 .
Following [PP], we define Jones’ tower associated to the inclusion M0 /M1
as the sequence of standard inclusions Mi /Mi+1 /Mi+2 defined by
recurrence for all i in N. For all i in N, the Hilbert space Hi may (and will)
be identified with H1 0 H10 } } } 0 H1 (i times), with
Ji (!10 !20 } } } 0 !i)=Ji!i0 J1! i&10 } } } 0 J1!1
and, for all x in Mi , ?i (x)=x0 1H1 [EN, 4.4]. Then [EN, 4.5], the
inclusion M0 /M2 /M4 is standard (more precisely, if N is the basic
construction from the inclusion M0 /M2 , we have M4=N0 1H1).
For all i1, let ji be the anti-automorphism of L(Hi) defined, for x
in L(Hi), by:
ji (x)=Ji x*Ji .
By definition, the inclusion Mi&1 /Mi /Mi+1 being standard, we have
ji (M$i&1)=Mi+1 and, therefore, the algebra Mi+1 & M$i&1 is stable under ji ;
we shall again denote ji as its restriction to this algebra.
2.6. Inclusions with operator-valued weights. Let M0 /M1 be an inclu-
sion of von Neumann algebras acting on a Hilbert space H. Let T1 be a
faithful semi-finite normal operator-valued weight from M1 to M0 , 0 a
faithful semi-finite normal weight on M0 , 1=0 b T1 .
Then [EN, 10.6], for all x in NT1 , a in N0 , xa belongs to NT1 & N1 ;
moreover, the application 40(a)  41(xa) can be extended to an element
4T1(x) of HomMo0(H0 , H1); then 4T1 is an injective M1&M0 -module
morphism from NT1 to HomMo0(H0 , H1) such that, for all x, y in NT1
4T1( y)* 4T1(x)=?0(T1( y*x)).
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Moreover, 41(NT1 & N1) is included in D(H1 , 
o) and is dense in H1 ; for
any x in NT1 & N1 , we have
4T1(x)=R
o(41(x)),
from which we get [EN, 10.7] that, for all x, y in NT1 , 4T1(x) 4T1( y)*
belongs to the algebra M2 constructed by the basic construction, and, more
precisely, the von Neumann algebra M2 is generated by these operators. If
z belongs to NT1 & N1 ; we have [EN, 10.6]:
4T1(x) 4T1( y)* 41(z)=41(xT1( y*z)).
Using Haagerup’s construction [St, 12.11], it is possible [EN, 10.1] to
define a canonical operator-valued weight from M2 to M1 such that [EN, 10.7]:
T2(4T1(x) 4T1( y)*)=xy*.
The operator-valued weight T2 will be called the basic construction made
from T1 .
Let (Mi) i # N be the canonical tower constructed from the initial inclusion
M0 /M1 (cf. 2.5); for all i1, it is possible to define a faithful normal
semi-finite operator-valued weight Ti from Mi to Mi&1 . If, for some i # N,
Ti is bounded (resp. a conditional expectation), so are the Tj , for all j # N
such that j&i is even [EN, 10.2].
Using [EN, 10.1], it is easy to verify that the basic construction made
from the inclusion M0 /M2 and the operator-valued weight T2 b T1 is the
inclusion M2 /M4 and the operator-valued weight T3 b T4 .
Following [EN, 11.12] and [EV, 3.6], if both restrictions of T2 to
M2 & M$0 and of T3 to M3 & M$1 are semi-finite, we shall say that T1 is
regular. Then, it can be proved that T2 is also regular [EV, 3.7] and that
the standard space of M$0 & M2 can be described with the help of the space
HomM0, Mo0(H1 , H2) in the following way: let / be a normal semi-finite
faithful weight on M$0 & M1 and let Hom/ be the subspace of elements x in
HomM0, Mo0(H1 , H2) such that /(x*x)<. It is straightforward to put a
prehilbertian structure on Hom/ by writing (x | y)=/( y*x) for all x, y in
Hom/ , and let us denote 4/ as the canonical injection from Hom/ into
its completion H1 . The algebra M$0 & M3 is naturally left acting on
HomM0, Mo0(H1 , H2) and this action leads to a V-representation ?1 of M$0 & M3
on H1 [EV, 3.2].
Then, if T 2 is the restriction of T2 to M$0 & M2 (which is semi-finite by
definition if T2 is regular), if /2 denotes / b T 2 (which is then a normal semi-
finite faithful weight on M$0 & M2), the application which sends, for any a
in N/2 & NT 2 , 4/2(a) on 4/(4T2(a)) is an isomorphism which allows us to
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identify L2(M$0 & M2) with H1 and the standard representation ?/2 of M$0 & M2
on L2(M$0 & M2) with the restriction of ?1 to M$0 & M2 [EV, 3.8].
2.7. Depth 2 inclusions. We shall say, following [GHJ, 4.6.4], that the
inclusion M0 /M1 is depth 2 if the derived tower
M$0 & M1 /M$0 & M2 /M$0 & M3
is a basic construction.
If there exists a normal semi-finite faithful weight T1 from M1 on M1 ,
regular in the sense of 2.6, then the inclusion M0 /M1 is depth 2 if and
only if the representation ?1 defined in 2.6 is faithful [EV, 3.10].
In that situation, for all x in Hom/ , 4/(x) belongs to D(H1s , /o) [EV, 4.2(i)]
and the application U1 from H1 / H1 to H2 , defined, for all x in Hom/
and ! in H1 , by
U1(4/(x)/ !)=x!
is a unitary which satisfies [EV, 4.6], for all X in M$0 & M3 ,
X=U1(?1(X ) sr
B
1) U 1*
and
M$0 & M3 =U1(?1(M$0 & M3) sr
B
C) U 1*
M3=U1(L(H1) sV r
B
M1) U 1*
M4=U1(L(H1) sV r
B
M2) U 1*
M$0 & M4=U1(L(H1) sV r
B
M$0 & M2) U1* ,
where, for simplification, B is written for M$0 & M1 , r is the natural faithful
representation of B on H1 given by restriction of TomitaTakesaki construc-
tion of M1 , and s is the faithful anti-representation of B on H1 , which is the
restriction to B of the canonical anti-representation of M$0 & M2 on H/2=
L2(M$0 & M2) given by TakesakiTomita construction. We have, therefore,
s(B)=J/2 ?1(M$0 & M1) J/2 (which is equal to ?1(M$0 & M3)$ because the
inclusion is depth 2).
By abuse of notations, we shall denote r as the restriction to B of the
representation ?1 on H1 , as well as the natural faithful representation of B
on H2 (by restriction of TomitaTakesaki construction of M2), and we
shall also denote s as the natural faithful anti-representation of B on H1
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(by restriction of TomitaTakesaki construction of M1) or H2 (by restriction
of TomitaTakesaki construction of M2). We shall denote by r^ the faithful
representation of B given by the composition of the isomorphism j2 b j1 of
M$0 & M1 on M$2 & M3 , with the restriction (to M$2 & M3) of the representa-
tion ?1 . This way, H1 is a B-bimodule in two different ways, which we shall
denote rH1s and r^H1s .
We shall also denote r^ as the faithful representation of B given by the
composition of the isomorphism j2 b j1 of M$0 & M1 on M$2 & M3 , with the
restriction (to M$2 & M3) of the faithful representation of M3 on H2 given
by the basic construction. Therefore, there are on H2 two different faithful
representations of B, which we have denoted r and r^.
Using the identification of H2 with H1 0 H1 , and the intertwining
properties of U, it is possible to define [EV, 5.3] a unitary W1 form
H1 rs
/o
H1 to H1 s r^
/
H1 which satisfies, for all X in B
W1(1 rs
B o
r(X ))=(1 s r^
B
r(X )) W1
W1( r^(X ) rs
B o
1)=(r^(X ) s r^
B
1) W1
W1(1 rs
B o
r^(X ))=(r(X ) s r^
B
1) W1
W1(s(X ) rs
B o
1)=(1 s r^
B
s(X )) W1
and is called pseudo-multiplicative because it satisfies the pentagonal equation:
(1H1 s r^
B
W1)(W1 rs
Bo
1H1)=(W1 s r^
B
1H1)(_/ s r^
B
1H1)(1H1 s r^
B
W1)
__2/ o(1H1 rs
B o
_/)(1H1 rs
Bo
W1)
where the first _/ is the relative flip from H1 sr
/
H1 to H1 rs
/o
H1 , and the
second is the relative flip from H1 s r^
/
H1 to H1 r^s
/o
H1 , and _2/o is the
relative flip from H1 rs
/ o
H1 r^s
/o
H1 to H1 sr^
/
(H1 rs
/o
H1) (in this last
relative tensor product, the representation r^ is acting on the third space H1 ,
so there is no associativity rule in that case and we keep the parentheses
to indicate that situation).
It is possible to define the von Neumann algebras generated by the left
leg and right leg of such a pseudo-multiplicative unitary [EV, 3.1]. More
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precisely, if !1 belongs to D( rH1 , /), !2 to D(H1, s , /o), there exists a bounded
operator on H1 , denoted (|!1, !2 V id )(W1), such that
((|!1, !2 V id )(W1) ’1 | ’2)=(W1(!1 rs
/o
’1) | !2 s r^
/
’2)
and the von Neumann algebra generated by these operators is equal to
?1(M$0 & M2)$ [EV, 6.6]; it is possible to define, in an analogous way, the
von Neumann algebra generated by the left leg of W1 , which is equal to
?1(M$1 & M3)$ [EV, 6.7]. Then we get that the following formulae, for x in
?1(M$0 & M2)$ and y in ?1(M$1 & M3)$,
11(x)=W1(x rs
Bo
1) W1*
11@( y)=W1*(1 s r^
B
y) W1
define injective morphisms
11 : ?1(M$0 & M2)$  ?1(M$0 & M2)$ sV r^
B
?1(M$0 & M2)$
11@ : ?1(M$1 & M3)$  ?1(M$1 & M3)$ rV s
B o
?1(M$1 & M3)$
which verify, for all X in B,
11(r^(X ))= r^(X) s} r^
B
1
11(s(X ))=1 s} r^
B
s(X)
11@(s(X ))=s(X) r}s
B o
1
11@(r(X ))=1 r}s
B o
r(X)
and are therefore morphisms of B (resp. Bo)-bimodules. These morphisms
verify also:
(11 sV r^
B
id ) 11 =(id sV r^
B
11) 11
(11@ rV s
B o
id ) 11@=(id rV s
B o
11@) 11@ .
Therefore, (B=M$0 & M1 , A1=?1(M$0 & M2)$, r^, s, 11) is a Hopf-bimodule
in the sense of 2.4. By abuse of notations, we shall say that (A1 , 11) (or A1)
is a Hopf-bimodule. Mimicking the situation of multiplicative unitaries,
(Bo, A1@ =?1(M$1 & M3)$, s, r, 11@), which may be written also (A1@ , 11@) or A1@
by the same abuse of notations, will be called the dual Hopf-bimodule.
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For all X in M1 , the formula
:1(X )=B(U1*XU1),
where B means the flip from L(H1 sr
/
H1) to L(H1 rs
/o
H1), defines a
normal injective morphism :1 from M1 to M1 r V s
B o
?1(M3 & M$1)$ such that,
for all x in B,
:1(r(x))=1 rs
Bo
r(x)
and which verify
(:1 rs
B o
id ) :1=(id rs
B o
11@) :1 .
Therefore, (r, :1) is an action of the Hopf-bimodule (A1@ , 11@) on the von
Neumann algebra M1 (in the sense of 2.4). We have [EV, 7.5]:
M0=M :11 .
If we define the crossed-product of M1 and A1@ with respect to :1 as the von
Neumann algebra,
M1<: A1@=[:(M1) _ 1 rs
Bo
?1(M$0 & M2)]",
it can be shown that this crossed-product is isomorphic to M2 [EV, 7.6].
One step further, it is easy to get that the inclusion M1 /M2 is also
depth 2 [EV, 3.10]. Then one gets a Hilbert space H2 , a representation ?2
of M$1 & M4 on H2 , and a canonical anti-linear bijective isometry F1 from
H1 onto H2 [EV, 3.3] such that, for any X in M$0 & M3 , we have:
F1?1(X )* F1*=?2( j2(X )).
One also gets two representations r2 and r^2 of B2=M$1 & M2 , an anti-repre-
sentation s2 of B2 , a unitary U2 [EV, 4.5], and a pseudo-multiplicative unitary
W2 [EV, 5.4], which verify
U2 =J3(1H1 0 U1)(F1*/ 2 J2)
W2=(F1 sr
/
F1) _/ o W 1*_/ o(F1* r2s2
/ 2o
F1*)
and lead to Hopf-bimodules (B2=M$1 & M2 , A2=?2(M$1 & M3)$, r^2, s2, 12)
and (Bo2 , A2@ =?2(M$2 & M4)$, s
2, r2, 12@).
For any X in L(H1), let us write 81(X )=F1X*F1*; we define this way
an injective linear anti-isomorphism from L(H1) onto L(H2) which sends
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A1 on A2@ , and A1@ on A2 , the Hopf-bimodule structure (B, A1 , r^, s, 11) on
(B2 , A2@ , r2, s2, B2 b 12@), and the dual Hopf-bimodule structure (B
o, A1@ , s,
r, 11@) on (Bos , A2 , s
2, r^2, B o0 b 12).
One also obtains an action (r2, :2) of (A2@ , 12@) on M2 such that M1=M :22 .
This action will be given, for all X in M2 , by
:2(X )=B2(U2XU 2*)
and :2 is then a normal injective morphism from M2 to M2 r2V s2
B2o
?2(M$2 &M4)$.
As :2(X )=X r2s 2
B 2 o
1 for any X in M1 (and therefore in M0), we get that
:2(M$0 & M2)/(M$0 & M2) r 2 V s2
B o0
?2(M$2 & M4)$.
3. SLICE MAPS FOR FIBER PRODUCTS
In this section the analog of well-known slice maps for tensor product
are defined for fiber products. We define slice maps with states (3.3), condi-
tional expectations (3.3), weights (3.4), and operator-valued weights (3.6).
Definition 3.1. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, ; a non-degenerate
antirepresentation of N on a Hilbert space H, # a non-degenerate represen-
tation of N on another Hilbert space K. Let M1 be a von Neumann
algebra on H such that ;(N)/M1 , and let M2 be a von Neumann algebra
on K such that #(N)/M2 ; let us consider, as in 2.3, the von Neumann
algebra on M1 ;V #
N
M2 , which is defined on the Hilbert space H ;#

K,
where  is a normal faithful semi-finite weight on N (2.2).
For any ! in D(H; , o), let us define the bounded linear application *;, #!
from K to H ;#

K by, for all ’ in K, *;, #! (’)=! ;#

’. We shall write
*! if no confusion is possible. Using 2.2, we get that:
(*;, #! )* *
;, #
! =#((!, !) ;,  o).
We define the same way, for any ’ in D( #K, ), an application \;, #’ from
H to H ;#

K by \;, #’ (!)=! ;#

’. We shall write \’ if no confusion is
possible. Using 2.2, we get that:
(\;, #’ )* \
;, #
’ =;((’, ’) #, ).
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Let A be in M1 ;V #
N
M2 and let !1 , !2 be in D(H; , o); let us define:
(|!1 , !2 V id)(A)=**!2 A*!1 .
So, (|!1 , !2 V id )(A) is a bounded operator on K, such that:
((|!1, !2 V id )(A) ’1 | ’2)=(A(!1 ;#

’1) | !2 ;#

’2).
As A commutes with 1 ;#

y, for any y in M$2 , we easily get that this
operator (|!1 , !2 V id )(A) belongs to M2 . We get also that:
(|!1 , !2 V id )(1)=#((!1 , !2) ;,  o) # #(N)/M2 .
Let us define the same way, for any ’1 , ’2 in D( #K, ):
(id V |’1 , ’2)(A)=\*’2 A\’1 .
So, (id V |’1 , ’2)(A) is a bounded operator on H such that
((id V |’1 , ’2)(A) !1 | !2)=(A(!1 ;#

’1) | !2 ;#

’2)
and, as A commutes with x ;#

1, for any x in M$1 , we get that (id V |’1 , ’2)(A)
belongs to M1 .
We therefore have a Fubini formula for these slice maps: for any !1 , !2
in D(H; , o), ’1 , ’2 in D( #K, ), we have:
( (|!1 , !2 V id )(A), |’1 , ’2)=( (id V |’1 , ’2)(A), |!1 , !2) .
Remark 3.2. If !1 belongs to D( rH1 , /) and !2 to D(H1s , /o), the bounded
operator (|!1 , !2 V id)(W1) on H1 , introduced in 2.7, is equal to (*
s, r^
!2
)* W1*r, s!1 .
If ’1 belongs to D(H1s , /o) and ’2 to D( r^H1 , /), then we had defined
the same way the bounded operator (id V |’1 , ’2)(W1) which is equal to
(\2, r^’2 )* W1\
r, s
’1
.
Later on, we shall also consider the bounded operator (*s, r^!2 )* W1\
r, s
’1
which can also be written (id V |’1 , !2)(_/W1).
Proposition 3.3. Let N be a von Neumann algebra, ; a non-degenerate
normal antihomomorphism of N into a von Neumann algebra M1 , and # be
a non-degenerate normal homomorphism of N into a von Neumann algebra
M2 , and let A be in the fiber product M1 ;V #
N
M2 as defined in 2.3. Now let
 be a normal faithful semi-finite weight on N, |1 in M +1 V such that there
exist k1 in R+ such that |1 b ;k1 o, |2 in M +2 V such that there exist k2
in R+ such that |2 b #k2. Then:
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(i) for all ! in L2(M1) such that |1=|! , ! belongs to D(L2(M1); , o),
and we have
( (|1 V id )(A), |‘2)=(A(! ;#

‘2) | ! ;#

‘2)
for all ‘2 in any Hilbert space K on which M2 is acting.
(ii) for all ’ in L2(M2) such that |2=|’ , ’ belongs to D( #L2(M2), ),
and we have
( (id V |2)(A), |‘1) =(A(‘1 ;#

’) | ‘1 ;#

’)
for all ‘1 in any Hilbert space H on which M1 is acting.
(iii) we have:
( (|1 V id )(A), |2)=( (id V |2)(A), |1).
Proof. Let ! in L2(M1) such that |1=|! ; we have for all y in N :
&;( y*) !&2=|!(;( yy*))k1o( yy*)=k1( y*y)=k1 &4( y)&2
and therefore, ! belongs to D((L2(M1); , o); then (i) is just an application
of 3.1; we can prove (ii) the very same way, and (iii) is then an application
of the Fubini formula given in 3.1. K
Proposition 3.4. With the notations of 3.3, now let P2 be a von Neumann
algebra such that
#(N)/P2 /M2
and let E be a faithful normal conditional expectation from M2 on P2 . Then, for
all A in M1 ;V #
N
M2 , there exists an element in M1 ;V #
N
P2 , denoted (id V E)(A),
and such that, for all | in M +1 V such that there exist k1 in R
+ such that
| b ;k1o, we have
(| V id )(id V E)(A)=E((| V id )(A))
and we define this way a faithful conditional expectation from M1 ;V #
N
M2
to M1 ;V #
N
P2 .
Proof. Let |$ in P+2 V , such that there exist k2 in R
+ such that |$ b #
k2 ; then |$ b E belongs to M +2 V , and satisfies the same inequality, and,
therefore, using 3.3(iii), we have:
(E(| V id )(A), |$)=( (| V id )(A), |$ b E)=( (id V |$ b E)(A), |).
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It is well known that L2(P2) can be considered as a subspace of L2(M2);
then the projection p on L2(P2) belongs to P$2 , and E is given by the
formula:
E(X )p=( pXp)p .
If ’ is in D(#L2(P2), ) such that |$=|’ , then ’ belongs to D( #L2(M2), )
and verify also |$ b E=|’ . As p belongs to P$2 , and, therefore, to #(N)$, it
is possible to define the projector 1 ;#
N
p, which is the projection on
L2(M1) ;#

L2(P2). For any ! in D(L2(M1); , o) and ’ in D( #L2(P2), ),
we have:
(E(|! V id )(A), |’)=( (id V |’ b E)(A), |!) =( (id V |’)(A), |!)
=(A(! ;#

’) | ! ;#

’)
=((1 ;#
N
p) A(1 ;#
N
p)(! ;#

’) | ! ;#

’).
So, defining (id V E)(A) as (1 ;#
N
p) A(1 ;#

p)(1 ;#
N
p) , we get the result.
K
Proposition 3.5. With the notations of 3.3, let ,1 be a normal semi-
finite weight on M +1 , and let us suppose that the operator A in the fiber
product M1 ;V #
N
M2 is positive. Then:
(i) there exists a positive self-adjoint operator affiliated to M2 , denoted
(,1 V id)(A), such that, for all ’ in D( #L2(M2), ), we have:
&(,1 V id )(A)12 ’&2=,1(id V |’)(A).
(ii) If ,2 is a normal semi-finite weight on M +2 , we have:
,2(,1 V id )(A)=,1(id V ,2)(A).
(iii) Let |i be in M1 V such that ,1=supi |i ; then (,1 V id )(A)=
supi (|i V id )(A).
Proof. Let us consider the application, from D(#L2(M2), ) to [0, +],
which sends ’ on ,1(id V |’)(A). It is then a positive form, in the sense of
[C1, Lemma 5], and it can be easily proved, as in [C1, Lemma 6], that
this form is lower semi-continuous (it can be approached from below by
forms of the type ’  |!i (id V |’)(A), with !i in D(L
2(M1); , o), which are
continuous, by 3.3(iii)). Therefore, (i) is given by [C1, Lemma 5].
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Now let ’i be in D( #L2(M2), ) such that ,2=supi |’i . By (i) and 3.3(ii),
we have, for all ! in D(L2(M1); (o),
((id V ,2)(A) ! | !)=,2(id V |!)(A)=supi |’i (id V |!)(A)
=sup i ((id V |’i)(A) ! | !)
from which we deduce that (id V |’i)(A) is increasing to (id V ,2)(A).
Therefore, we get, by (i),
,2(,1 V id)(A)=sup i |’i (,1 V id )(A)=sup i ,1(id V |’i)(A)
=,1(id V ,2)(A)
which is (ii); part (iii) has been proved. K
Proposition 3.6. With the notations of 3.3, let a von Neuman algebra
P1 be such that
;(N)/P1 /M1
and let 8i (i=1, 2) be a normal faithful semi-finite operator valued weight
from Mi to Pi , and let us suppose that the operator A in the fiber product
M1 ;V #
N
M2 is positive. Then there exists a positive self-adjoint operator
affiliated to P1 #V ;
N
M2 , denoted (81 V id )(A), such that, for all ’ in
D( #L2(M2), ), and ! in D(L2(P1); , o), we have
&(81 V id )(A)12 (! ;#

’)&2=&81(id V |’)(A)12 !&2.
If , is a normal semi-finite weight on P, we have:
(, b 81 V id)(A)=(, V id )(81 V id )(A).
We define the same way a positive self-adjoint operator (id V 82)(A) affiliated
to M1 #V ;
N
P2 , and we have:
(id V 82)((81 V id )(A))=(81 V id )((id V 82)(A)).
Proof. The proof is very similar to 3.4. K
Remark 3.7. Let us consider the fiber product M1 ;V #

N, which can be
identified (2.3) with M1 & ;(N)$. Then it is straightforward to verify that,
under this identification, the slice map id V  is the injection of M1 & ;(N)$
into M1 . Therefore, if 82 is a normal faithful semi-finite operator-valued
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weight from M2 to #(N), we have, for all positive A in M1 ;V #

M2 , (id V 82)(A)
=(id V  b 82)(A).
Definition 3.8. Let (N, M, r, s, 1 ) be a Hopf-bimodule, and let (b, :)
be an action of (N, M, r, s, 1 ) on a von Neumann algebra A (see defini-
tions and notations of 2.4); we shall say that this action is minimal if and
only if:
 we have (A:)$ & A=b(N);
 we have:
[(|!1, !2 V id ) :(a), a # A, !1 # D(L
2(A)b , /o), !2 # D(L2(A)b , /o)]"=M.
Proposition 3.9. With the hypothesis and notations of 2.7, the action
(r, :1) of the Hopf-bimodule (A1@ , 11@) on the von Neumann algebra M1 is
minimal.
Proof. We have M :11 =M0 (2.7); therefore, the first condition is there.
Let us prove the second one: let x be L(H1) such that x commutes with
all elements of the form (|!1, !2 V id ) :1(X ), for all X in M1 , !1 , !2 in
D( rH1 , /); then, in particular, y will commute will all elements of the form
(|!1 , !2 V id ) (1) = s ( (!1 , !2) r, / ), i.e., y will belong to s ( M$0 & M1 )$ =
?1(M$0 & M3). Let y be in M$0 & M3 such that x=?1( y); we have, for all
’1 , ’2 in H1 , using 2.7,
((|!1, !2 V id ) :1(X ) x’1 | ’2)=(U1*XU1U 1* yU1(’1 sr/
!1) | ’2 sr
/
!2)
(x(|!1, !2 V id ) :1(X ) ’1 | ’2)=(U1* yU1U1*XU1(’1 sr/
!1) | ’2 sr
/
!2)
and therefore, by the hypothesis on x, we get Xy= yX, for all X in M1 ,
and, therefore, y belongs to M$1 & M3 , and x belongs to ?1(M$1 & M3),
which finishes the proof. K
4. THE RELATIVELY INVARIANT OPERATOR-VALUED WEIGHT
In this section (and until the end of this paper), we shall suppose that
there exists another operator-valued weight S1 from M1 on the basis
B=M$0 & M1 . Even when the inclusion is not irreducible, this condition
allows us to show that the operator-valued weight T1 is then unique, up to an
invertible positive self-adjoint operator affiliated to Z(M0) & Z(M1) (4.3).
Then, following [E2, 3], in the case of a depth 2 inclusion, we shall verify
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that this operator-valued weight S1 is relatively invariant with respect to
the action :1 (4.5(ii)).
4.1. Notations and definition. Let M0/M1 be an inclusion of von
Neumann algebras with a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued
weight T1 from M1 to M0 . Let (Mi) i # N be the Jones’ tower constructed as
in 2.5 and, for i1, let Ti be the operator-valued weight from Mi to Mi&1
constructed as in 2.6. We shall say that the operator-valued weight T1 is
adapted if there exists a normal semi-finite faithful weight / on the basis
of M$0 & M1 such that _/t =_
T1
t (and we shall say then that T1 is adopted
to /). We recall that, by definition, _T1t is the restriction of _
1
t to M$0 & M1
and that this condition is therefore equivalent to the existence of a normal
faithful semi-finite operator-valued weight S1 from M1 to M$0 & M1 such
that 1=/ b S1 .
Let T1 be another normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight
from M1 to M0 . Then (DT1 : DT1)t is a _T1t -cocycle in M$0 & M1 . As, by
hypothesis, _T1t is equal to _
/
t , this induces the existence of another normal
semi-finite faithful weight / on M$0 & M1 such that (D/ : D/)t=(DT1 : DT1)t ,
from which we get
(D0 b T1 : D1)t=(DT1 : DT1)t=(D/ : D/)t=(D/ b S1 : D1)t
and, therefore, 0 b T1 =/ b S, from which we deduce that, for all x in M$0 & M1 ,
_T1t (x)=_
0 b T1
t (x)=_
/ b S
t (x)=_
/
t (x)
and the operator-valued weight T1 is adapted to / . Therefore, if T1 is adapted,
any other operator-valued weight T1 is also adapted and leads to the same
operator-valued weight S1 from M1 onto the basis M$0 & M1 .
If T1 is adapted to /, we easily verify that T2 is adapted to the weight
/2 on B2=M$1 & M2 defined by /2=/ b j1 . In fact, we get, for any x in
M$0 & M1 and any t in R, that _/
2
t ( j1(x))= j1_
/2
&t(x), and that:
_2t ( j1(x))=2
it
1 J1x*J1 2
&it
1 =J12
&it
1 x*2
it
1 J1= j1_
1
&t(x).
So, if for any x in M$0 & M1 and any t in R we have _1t (x)=_
/
t (x), we get
that _2t ( j1(x))=_
/2
t ( j1(x)).
The same calculation shows the converse property: if T2 is adapted to a
weight /2 on M$1 & M2 , we will then get, for all x in M$0 & M1 ,
_T1t (x)=_
1
t (x)= j1_
2
&t( j1(x))= j1 _
T2
&t( j1(x))
=j1_/
2
&t( j1(x))=_
/2 b j1
t (x)
and, therefore, T1 is adapted to /2 b j1 .
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Therefore, there exists a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight
S2 from M2 to M$1 & M2 such that /2 b S2=2=/ b S1 b T2 , from which we
get, for any positive X in M2 ,
S2(X )= j1 b S1 b T2(X).
Examples 4.2. Let us see some simple cases where the operator-valued
weight is adapted.
If the inclusion is irreducible, i.e., if M$0 & M1=C, the operator-valued
weight T1 is trivially adapted, and we have S1=1 .
More generally, if the basis B=M$0 & M1 is equal to the center Z(M0),
then, as for all x in M$0 & M1=Z(M0), we have _T1t (x)=_
1
t (x)=_
0
t (x)=x,
we get that T1 is adapted to any faithful semi-finite normal trace on Z(M0).
If the restriction of T1 to M$0 & M1 is semi-finite and is then a semi-finite
operator-valued weight from M$0 & M1 to Z(M0), then [St, 12.17] T1 is
adapted; by [St, 12.15], this condition is equivalent to the existence of
a separating family of normal conditional expectations (or a separating
family of bounded normal operator-valued weights) from M1 to M0 . It is
clearly the case if there exists a normal faithful conditional expectation
from M1 to M0 , in particular if M0 /M1 is an inclusion of II1 factors.
Using the remarks made in 4.1, we see also that T1 is adapted if there
exists a normal faithful conditional expectation from M2 to M1 .
If T1 (resp. T2) is bounded, the situation is of particular interest and will
be studied in a forthcoming article [E4].
Proposition 4.3. Let M0 /M1 be an inclusion of von Neumann algebras
with a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 . Let
(Mi) i # N be the Jones’ tower constructed as in 2.5 and, for i1, let Ti be the
operator-valued weight from Mi to Mi&1 constructed as in 2.6. Let us suppose
that the operator-valued weight T1 is adapted; then:
(i) let T2 be a normal semi-finite faithful weight from M2 to M1 .
Then there exists a positive self-adjoint invertible operator a affiliated to
Z(M0) & Z(M1) such that T2 (X )=T2(aX), for any positive X in M2 (such
an a is then also affiliated to Z(M2)).
(ii) let T1 be a normal semi-finite faithful weight from M1 to M0 ;
then there exists a positive self-adjoint invertible operator a affiliated to
Z(M0) & Z(M1) such that T1 (X )=T1(aX), for any positive X in M1 .
(iii) if T1 is regular (which means (2.6) that both restrictions of T2 to
M$0 & M2 and of T3 to M$1 & M3 are semifinite), then T1 is regular.
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Proof. Let us apply the remarks developed in 4.1 to the inclusion
M1 /M2 and the operator-valued weights T2 and T2 . We get the existence
of a normal semi-finite faithful weight /2 on M$1 & M2 such that:
/2 b S2=1 b T2 =/ b S1 b T2 .
Let us define the normal semi-finite faithful weight / on M$0 & M1 by
/ =/2 b j1 . We then get, using the last remarks of 4.1, that
/ b S1 b T2=/ b S1 b T2
from which we infer that:
(DT2 : DT2)t =(D/ b S1 b T2 : D/ b S1 b T2)t
=(D/ b S1 b T2 : D/ b S1 b T2)t=(D/ : D/)t .
As (DT2 : DT2)t belongs to M$1 & M2 , and (D/ : D/)t belongs to M$0 & M1 ,
we get that there exists a positive self-adjoint invertible operator a affiliated
to Z(M1) such that (DT2 : DT2)t=(D/ : D/)t=:it.
Let T3 be the operator-valued weight from M3 to M2 constructed by
applying the basic construction (2.6) to T2 . We shall get
(DT3 : DT3)t= j2(DT2 : DT2)t
and, therefore, (DT3 : DT3)t belongs to j2(Z(M1))=Z(M3). But, applying
the preceding construction to the inclusion M1 /M2 and the operator-
valued weight T3 , we get that it belongs to Z(M2). Therefore, we get
(DT3 : DT3)t=(DT2 : DT2)t=ait
and a is affiliated to Z(M2).
As ait belongs to Z(M1), we have ait= j1(ait), which belongs to j1(Z(M2))
=Z(M0), from which we get (i).
With the hypothesis of (ii), let us define T2 as the operator-valued
weight from M2 to M1 constructed by applying the basic construction (2.6)
to T1 . Applying (i), we obtain the existence of a positive self-adjoint
operator a affiliated to Z(M0) & Z(M1) such that (DT2 : DT2)t=ait. But, as
(DT2 : DT2)t= j1(DT1 : DT1)t , we get that (DT1 : DT1)t=ait, which gives (i).
Let (Ti ) i # N be the basic construction made from T1 (2.6). We have
shown that T2 (x)=T2(ax), for all positive x in M2 , that T3 ( y)=T3(ay)
for all positive y in M3 , and that a is affiliated to both Z(M$0 & M2) and
Z(M$1 & M3). Therefore both restrictions of T2 to M$0 & M2 and of T3 to
M$1 & M3 are semi-finite, which is (iii). K
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Proposition 4.4. Let us take the hypothesis of 2.7, and let us suppose
that the operator-valued weight T1 is adapted to the weight /. Then:
(i) the weight /2 on M$0 & M2 is invariant under the modular auto-
morphism group _T1 b T2t , and there exists a positive invertible operator h on
H1 such that, for all a in N/2 and x in M$0 & M3 :
hit4/2(a)=4/2(_
2
t (a))
hit?1(x) h&it=?1(_3t (x)).
The one-parameter unitary group hit is the canonical implementation of _T1 b T2t ,
and, therefore, the operator h verifies J/2 hJ/2=h
&1 and h commutes with 2/2 .
For any x in A1=?1(M$0 & M2)$, let us put \t(x)=hitxh&it; then \t is a
one-parameter automorphism group of A1 . Let /$2 be the canonical faithful
semi-finite normal weight on A1=?1(M$0 & M2)$ constructed by the Tomita
Takesaki construction. Then, for all s, t in R, we have \s b _/$2t =_
/$2
t b \s .
(ii) the positive operator h&12/2 is affiliated to r(M$0 & M1)$ and to
s(M$0 & M1)$.
(iii) for all t in R, the application which sends, for all a in N/2 & NT2
and b in N1 , 4/2(a) rs/o
41(b) on h
it4/2(a) rs/o
2 it141(b) is properly defined
and can be extended to a unitary on the Hilbert space H1 sr
/
H1 that we
shall denote hit sr
/
2 it1 ; we obtain this way a one-parameter group of
unitaries on this Hilbert space, whose generator is a positive self-adjoint
operator which will be denoted by h sr
/
21 ; this group of unitaries satisfies
U1(hit sr
/
2 it1)=2
it
2
U1
and, for all X in M1 ,
:1(_1t (X ))=(2
it
1 r
s
/o
hit) :1(X )(2&it1 rs/o
h&it),
where 2 it1 rs/o
h it is the unitary obtained on H1 rs
/o
H1 using the relative
flip _/ .
Proof. By definition, the modular automorphism group _T1 b T2t is the
restriction to M$0 & M2 of _2t , and _
T1
t is the restriction to M$0 & M1 of the
modular automorphism group _1t . We have then:
/2 b _T1 b T2t =/ b T2 b _
2
t | M$0 & M2
=/ b _1t b T 2=/ b T 2=/2 .
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Let us define the positive invertible operator h on H1=L2(M$0 & M2) by,
for all a in N/2 :
hit4/2(a)=4/2(_
2
t (a)).
So, the one-parameter unitary group hit is the canonical implementation of
_T1 b T2t , and, therefore, the operator h verifies J/2 hJ/2=h
&1 and h commutes
with 2/2 , which makes clear that the groups \s and _
/$2
t commute.
Moreover, for any x in M$0 & M2 , we have
hit?1(x) h&it=?1(_2t (x))
and, if x belongs to M$0 & M1 , we have
2it/2 r(x) 2
&it
/2
=?1(_/2t (x))=?1(_
/
t (x))=?1(_
2
t (x))=h
itr(x) h&it,
and, from that, we get that h&12/2 is affiliated with r(M$0 & M1)$.
As J/2 h
&12/2 J/2=h2
&1
/2
we get also that h&12/2 is affiliated with
s(M$0 & M1)$.
The unitary hit does not commute with s(M$0 & M1), and, therefore, it is
not possible to define hit sr
/
1, as 2 it1 does not commute with r(M$0 & M1).
It is not possible either to define 1 sr
/
2 it1 . Nevertheless, it is possible then,
following the ideas of [S3], to show that the operator defined as hit 2 it1
on the elementary tensors passes through the quotient.
It is quicker to get that result from the following calculation; let a be in
N/2 & NT2 and b in N1 ; we gave, for all t in R,
U1(hit4/2(a) sr/
2 it1 41(b))=U1(4/2(_
2
t (a)) sr
/
41(_
1
t (b)))
=42(_
2
t (a) _
1
t (b))
=42(_
2
t (ab))
=2 it2 42(ab)
=2 it2 U1(4/2(a) sr/
41(b))
which allows us to define on H1 sr
/
H1 the unitary hit sr
/
2 itt as U1*2
it
2
U1 .
For any X in M3 , we get
U1*_3t (X ) U1 =U1*2
it
2
X2&it2 U1
=(hit sr
/
2 it1) U1*XU1(h
&it
sr
/
2&it1 )
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which, for x in M$0 & M3 , gives
?1(_3t (x)) sr
/
1=h it?1(x) h&it sr
/
1
and, for x in M1 , gives
:1(_1t (X ))=(2
it
1 r
s
/o
hit) :1(X )(2&it2 rs/ o
h&it)
which finishes the proof. K
Theorem 4.5. Let us take the hypothesis of 4.4 and let X be in M +1 .
Then,
(i) for all a in N/2 & NT 2 , we have
(id V |4/2(a)) :1(X )=T2(a*Xa);
(ii) we have
(1 V id ) :1(X )=r b S1(X ) h&12/2=(S1 V id ) :1(X ),
where S1 has been defined in 4.1.
(iii) for all a in N/2 & NT2 , we have
S1 b T2(a*Xa)=(r b S1(X )12 h&12212/2 4/2(a),
r b S1(X )12 h&12212/2 4/2(a)) s, /o .
Proof. Let Y be in M1 and let b be in N1 ; we get
((id V |4/2(a)) :1(Y*Y) 41(b) | 41(b))
=(U1*Y*YU1(4/2(a) sr/
41(b)) | 4/2(a) sr/
41(b))
which is equal to
&Y42(ab)&
2=2(b*a*Y*Yab)=1(b*T2(a*Y*Ya) b)
=(T2(a*Y*Ya) 41(b) | 41(b))
which, by polarity and density, gives (i).
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From this formula, we get, for any a in NT 2 & N/2 & N*T 2 & N*/2 and Y in
N1 & N*1 & NS1 & N*S1 ,
((1 V id ) :1(Y*Y) 4/2(a) | 4/2(a))=1 b T2(a*Y*Ya)
=2(a*Y*Ya)
=&42(Ya)&
2
=&J22122 42(a*Y*)&
2
=&2122 U1(4/2(a*) sr/
41(Y*))&
2
=&J/2 h
&12212/2 4/2(a) sr/
J141(Y)&
2.
As J/2 sends H1s on rH1 , and J1 sends rH1 on H1s , this last quantity is equal
to:
&41(Y ) sr
/o
h&12212/2 4/2(a)&
2
=(r((41(Y ), 41(Y)) x, /o) h
&12212/2 4/2(a) | h
&12212/2 4/2(a)).
Using [EN, 10.6] we get that (41(Y ), 41(Y )) s, /o is equal to S1(Y*Y ).
So, we get that
((1 V id ) :1(Y*Y ) 4/2(a) | 4/2(a))
=2(a*Y*Ya)
=(r b S1(Y*Y) h&12212/2 4/2(a) | h
&12212/2 4/2(a)).
The end of the proof of (ii) is given by 3.7.
Let c be N/ ; we have, using the same calculations,
((|4/(c) b S1 V id ) :1(Y*Y ) 4/2(a))=|4/(c) b S1(id V |4/2(a)) :1(Y*Y)
=/(c*S1 b T2(a*Y*Ya) c)
=/ b S1 b T2(c*a*Y*Yac)
=2(c*a*Y*Yac)
which, by the same calculations again, is equal to
(S1(Y*Y) h&12212/2 4/2(ac) | h
&12212/2 4/2(ac)).
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Using [S2, 2.4], we get that the application which sends 4/2(ac) on
4/(c) rs
/o
4/2(a) is an isomorphism (of right M$0 & M1 -modules) form H1
onto L2(M$0 & M1) rs
/o
H1 . Using that, the above calculation gives
((S1 V id ) :1(Y*Y )(4/(c) rs
/ o
4/2(a)) | 4/(c) rs
/o
4/2(a))
=((1 rs
/o
r b S1(Y*Y ))
_(4/(c) rs
/o
h&12212/2 4/2(a)) | 4/(c) rs/o
h&12212/2 4/2(a))
which, by density, finishes the proof of (ii).
We have, then, using (i),3.6, and (ii),
S1 b T2(a*Xa)=S1(id V |4/2(a)) :1(X )
=(id V |4/2(a))(S1 V id ) :1(X )
=(id V |4/2(a)) r b S1(X ) h
&12/2
which gives (iii). K
Corollary 4.6. The positive operator h&12/2 is affiliated to ?1((M$0 & M3)
& (M$0 & M1)$ & (M$1 & M3)$).
Proof. We have in 4.4(ii) that this operator is affiliated to s(M$0 & M1)$
=?1(M$0 & M3) and to r(M$0 & M1)$=?1(M$0 & M1)$. Using 4.5, we get
that, for all Y in Ns , r b S1(Y*Y ) h&12/2 is affiliated to ?1(M$1 & M3)$. As
the set of all S1(X*X ) is dense in M$0 & M1 , we obtain that h&12/2 is
affiliated to ?1(M$1 & M3)$. K
Theorem 4.7. We have
11@(h&12/2)=h
&12/2 rs
/ o
h&12/2 ,
where h&12/2 rs
/o
h&12/2 means the closure of the operator defined in the
obvious way on the elementary tensors.
Proof. Let us apply 1 to 4.5. We get, for any X in M+S ,
(1 rs
/o
r b S1(X)) 1 (h&12/2)=1 ((S1 V id ) :1(X ))
=(S1 V id V id )(id V 1 ) :1(X )
=(S1 V id V id )(:1 V id ) :1(X )
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and, therefore, for any a in N/2 & NT 2 ,
(id V |r b S1(X )12 4/2(a)) 1 (h
&12/2)=(S1 V id ) :1((id V |4/2(a)) :1(X ))
=(S1 V id ) :1(T2(a*Xa))
=r b S1 b T2(a*Xa) h&12/2
and is therefore equal to:
r((r b S1(X)12 h&12212/2 4/2(a), r b S1(X)
12 h&12212/2 4/2(a)) s, /o) h
&12/2 .
For any b in N/2 & N*/2 & NT 2 & N*T 2 , we get that
(1 (h&12/2)(4/2(b) rs
/o
r b S1(X )12 4/2(a)) | 4/2(b) rs
/o
r b S1(X )12 4/2(a))
is equal to
(r((r b S1(X)12 h&12212/2 4/2(a), r b S1(X )
12 h&12212/2 4/2(a)) s, /o
_h&12212/2 4/2(b) | h
&12212/2 4/2(b)))
which is equal to
&h&12212/2 4/2(b) rs/ o
r b S1(X )12 h&12212/2 4/2(a)&
2
from which we get the result, by density. K
Corollary 4.8. For all t in R, the operator h&it2 it/2 commutes with
r^(M$0 & M1)=?(M$2 & M3), and we have:
W1*(1 s r^
/
h&it2 it/2) W1=h
&it2 it/2 rs/o
h&it2 it/2 .
Proof. The proof is clear by 4.6, 4.7, and the definition of 11@ . K
5. HEISENBERG PROPERTY
In this section we show that the anti-automorphism j2 of M$1 & M3 ,
defined, for all x in M$1 & M3 , by j2(x)=J2 x*J2 , is implemented (when
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M$1 & M3 is identified to ?1(M$1 & M3)), by the antilinear involutive
isometry J/2 (5.4); this will allow us to prove that A1 & A1@ =s(M$0 & M1)
(5.5). All this section is a generalization of [E2, 4], and we shall shorten
the proofs when this generalization presents no difficulty.
5.1. Definitions and notations [EN, 10.11, 10.13, 10.14]. Let X be in
EndMo0 (H0 , H1) such that XX* belongs to M
+
T2
; then there exists a unique
element 81(X ) in M1 such that T2(X4T1(a)*)=81(X ) a*, for all a in NT1 .
We define in this way an injective morphism 81 of (M1 , M0)-module such
that
81(X) ,1(X)*T2(XX*)
and we have clearly 81(4T1(a))=a for all a in NT1 .
If X belongs to NT2 , and e to NT1 & N1 , then 81(X*4T1(e)) belongs to
N1 , and we get
X*41(e)=41(81(X*4T1(e))).
If X belongs to NT2 , and e to NT1 , then 81(X*4T1(e)) belongs to NT1 , and
we get
X*4T1(e)=4T1(81(X*4T1(e))).
Lemma 5.2. Let x be in M$1 & NT2 , analytical with respect to _
3
t , a in
NT2 & N*T2 & N/2 & N*/2 ; then 82(x*4T2(a*)) belongs to N/2 & N*/2 , and:
4/2(82(x*4T2(a*)))=?1(x*) 4/2(a*)
4/2(82(x*4T2(a*))*)=J/2 ?1(_
3
&i2(x*)) J/2 4/2(a).
Proof. We use 5.1 applied to the inclusion M1 /M2 ; we get that
82(x*4T2(a*)) belongs to NT2 and that:
4T2(82(x*4T2(a*)))=x*4T2(a*).
On the other hand, it belongs clearly to M$0 and, therefore, to NT 2 ; moreover,
we get
4T2(a*)* xx*4T2(a*)&x&
2 4T2(a*)* 4T2(a*)
=&x&2 T2(aa*)=&x&2 T 2(aa*)
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and we get
/2(82(x*4T2(a*))* 82(x*4T2(a*)))
=/ b T 2(82(x*4T2(a*))* 82(x*4T2(a*)))
=/(4T2(82(x*4T2(a*))* 4T2(82(x*4T2(a*)))))
&x&2 / b T 2(aa*)=&x&2 /2(aa*)
and, therefore, 82(x*4T2(a*)) belongs to N/2 . Then we get, using [EN, 3.4]:
4/2(82(x*4T2(a*)))=4/(4T2(82(x*4T2(a*))))
=4/(x*4T2(a*))
=?1(x*) 4/(4T2(a*))
=?1(x*) 4/2(a*).
Due to 4.6, the end of the proof is identical to [E2, 4.2]. K
Lemma 5.3. Let x be in M$1 & NT2 , analytical with respect to _
3
t , a in
NT2 & N*T2 & N2 & N*2 , b in NT2 & N*T2 ; then:
(i) 82(x*4T2(a*)) belongs to N2 & N2 , and
42(82(x*4T2(a*))*)=J2_
3
&i2(x*) J242(a);
(ii) 82(x*4T2(b*)) belongs to NT2 & N*T2 , and
4T2(82(x*4T2(b*))*)=J2_
3
&i2(x*) J24T2(b).
Proof. The proof of (i) is identical [E2, 4.3], and the proof of (ii) is
identical to [E2, 4.4]. K
Theorem 5.4. For all x in M$1 & M3 , we have:
?1( j2(x))=J/2 ?1(x*) J/2 .
Proof. Let us suppose that x belongs to M$1 & NT2 and is analytical
with respect to _3t ; for all a in NT 2 & N*T 2 & N/2 & N*/2 , we have, using 5.2:
4/2(82(x*4T2(a*)*))=J/2 ?1(_
3
&i2(x*)) J/2 4/2(a).
As, by 5.3(ii), 82(x*4T2(a*)*) belongs to NT2 & N*T2 , we get that:
4/2(82(x*4T2(a*)*))=4/(4T2(82(x*4T2(a*)*)))
=4/(J2_3&i2(x*) J24T2(a)).
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But J2_3&i2(x*) J2= j2(_
3
i2(x)) belongs to M$1 & M3 , and this last expres-
sion is therefore equal to ?1( j2(_3i2(x))) 4/(4T2(a)). Finally, we get
J/2 ?1(_
3
i2(x))* J/2 4/2(a)=?1( j2(_
3
i2(x))) 4/2(a)
which, by density, leads to:
J/2 ?1(_
3
i2(x))* J/2=?1( j2(_
3
i2(x))).
Therefore, we get the result, by density again. K
Theorem 5.5. With the notations of 2.7, we get:
(i) For any t in R, and x in A1@ =?1(M$1 & M3)$, let us put \t@(x)=
hitxh&it and j^(x)=J/2 x*J/2 ; then \t@ is a one-parameter automorphism group
of A1@ , and j^ is an involutive anti-isomorphism of A1@ , such that j^ b \t@=\t@ b j^.
(ii) Let us recall that A1=?1(M$0 & M2)$ and B=M$0 & M1 ; we have
then:
A1 & A1@ =?1(M$0 & M3)$=s(B)
A$1 & A1@ =?1(M$0 & M1)=r(B)
A1 & A$1@ =?1(M$2 & M3)=r^(B)
A$1 & A$1@ =?1(M$1 & M2)=?1 b j1(B).
(iii) We get:
M$0 & M1 =M$0 & M2 & (M$1 & M3)$
M$1 & M2=(M$0 & M2) & (M$1 & M3)
M$2 & M3=M$1 & M3 & (M$0 & M2)$
((M$0 & M2) _ (M$1 & M3))"=M$0 & M3 .
Proof. By 4.4(i), we get that Adh it|M$1 & M3=_
3
t | M$1
& M3 , and, therefore,
Adh it|M$1 & M3 is an automorphism of ?1(M$1 & M3). So \t@ is a one-parameter
automorphism group of A1@ .
On the other hand, by 5.4, we get that J/2?1(M$1 & M3) J/2=?1(M$1 & M3)
and, therefore, that j^ is an involutive anti-isomorphism of A1@ . Moreover, as
J/2 hJ/2=h
&1 by 4.4(i), we get j^ b \t@=\t@ b j^, which is (i).
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The property M$1 & M2=(M$0 & M2) & (M$1 & M3) is trivial; the properties
M$0 & M1 =M$0 & M2 & (M$1 & M3)$
M$2 & M3=M$1 & M3 & (M$0 & M2)$
were given by [EV, 4.7(iii), (iv)]. These three properties lead immediately,
respectively, to:
A$1 & A$1@ =?1(M$1 & M2)
A$1 & A1@ =?1(M$0 & M1)=r(B)
A1 & A$1@ =?1(M$2 & M3)= r^(B).
By TomitaTakesaki’s theory, we have J/2?1(M$0 & M2) J/2=?1(M$0 & M2)$,
which is J/2 A$1 J/2 = A1 . As J/2 A1@ J/2 = A1@ by (i), we get, using that
A$1@ & A1@ =r(B),
A1 & A1@ =J/2(A$1 & A1@ ) J/2=J/2r(B) J/2=s(B)
which finishes the proof of (ii).
As s(B)=?1(M$0 & M3)$ by definition of the depth 2 condition, we get
from that last equality, going to the commutants, that
((M$0 & M2) _ (M$1 & M3))"=M$0 & M3
which finishes the proof. K
Proposition 5.6. We can consider 11 as an action of (A1 , 11) on A1
and 11@ as an action of (A1@ , 11@) on A1@ (cf. 2.4); then we have
A111 =r^(M$0 & M1)
and
A1@ 11@=r(M$0 & M1).
Proof. By the definition of 11 (2.7), we easily get that x # A1 belongs to
A111 if and only if W1(x rs
Bo
1)=(x s r^
B
1) W1 ; which means (2.7) that x
belongs to A1 & A$1@ , and, using [EV, 4.7. (iii)], to r^(B).
Similarly, using [EV, 4.7(iv)], we get that
A1@ 11@=A1@ & A$1
which finishes the proof. K
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6. THE ANALYTICAL PROPERTY OF W1
In this section, following [EN, 8.10, 11.10] and [E2, 5], we first (6.1)
introduce an auxiliary action ;1 of the opposite quantum groupo@ d A1 ; the
properties of this action ;1 (6.1, 6.3, 6.4) lead to an analytic formula linking
W1 and ;1 (6.6), which will allow us to recover, by polar decomposition of
the antipode, the involutive anti-isomorphism j^ and a one-parameter group
{t@ of A1@ (6.8). Moreover, j^ is a co-inverse for the coproduct 1 (6.10). We
obtain a property which is similar to Woronowicz’s manageability for the
pseudo-multiplicative unitary W1 .
Proposition 6.1. For any x in M$0 & M2 , let us define:
;1(?1(x))=W1*(?1(x) sr^
B
1) W1
We have then:
(i) ;1(?1(x))=(id sV r
B
?1)(U1* j2 b j1(x) U1)=(?1 rV s
/o
id )( j1 r^V s
/o
8&11 )
_:2 b j1(x);
(ii) ;1(?1(x)) belongs to ?1(M$0 & M2) rV s
Bo
?1(M$0 & M2)$;
(iii) we have:
(;1 rV s
B o
id) ;1(?1(x))=(id r V s
B o
11) ;1(?1(x));
(iv) for all t in R, we have:
;1(?1(_2t (x)))=(_
2
t s V rB
Adh it) ;1(?1(x));
(v) for any positive X in L(H1) sV r
Bo
M2 , U1XU 1* belongs to M4 , and
T4(U1XU1*)=U1(id sV r
B o
T2)(X ) U1*;
(vi) we have
r^(T 2(x))=(/2 rV s
Bo
id ) ;1(?1(x))=(T 2 rV s
B o
id ) ;1(?1(x)),
where T 2 is the semi-finite operator-valued weight T2 | M$0 & M2 from M$0 & M2
to M$0 & M1 that we shall consider also, by abuse of notations, from ?1(M$0 & M2)
to ?1(M$0 & M1)=r(M$0 & M1).
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Proof. By definition, we get
;1(?1(x)) sr
B
1H1 =(W 1* sr
B
1H1)(?1(x) s r^
B
1H1 sr
B
1H1)(W1 sr
B
1H1)
=V$1*V1(?1(x) s r^
B
1H1 sr
B
1H1) V 1*V$1 ,
where V1 and V$1 were defined in [EV, 5.1, 5.2].
As V1 is equal to (1H1M0 U1)(1H1 s r^
B
U1), we get that:
V1(?1(x) s r^
B
1H1 sr
B
1H1) V1*
=(1H1 M0 U1)(?1(x) s r^
B
1H1 sr
B
1H1)(1H1 M0 U1*)
=1H1 M0x= j2 b j1(x).
As V$1 is equal to (U1M0 1H1)(1H1 sr
B
U1)(_/ sr
B
1H1)*, we get that
;1(?1(x)) sr
B
1H1
is equal to
(_/ sr
B
1H1)(1H1 sr
B
U1*)(U1* j2 b j1(x) U1 M0 1H1)
_(1H1 sr
B
U1)(_/ sr
B
1H1)*
As j2 b j2(x) belongs to M$2 & M4 , which is included in M$0 & M4 &
(M$0 & M2)$, we obtain, using 2.7, that U1* j2 b j1(x) U1 belongs to the inter-
section of U1(M$0 & M4) U1 , which is L(H1) s V r
B
(M$0 & M2), with the
commutant of the algebra U1(M$0 & M2) U 1*=?1(M$0 & M2) sr
B
1H1 .
Therefore, we get that U1* j2 b j1(x) U1 belongs to ?1(M$0 & M2)$ sV r
B
(M$0 & M2),
and that
(1H1 sr
B
U 1*)(U 1* j2 b j1(x) U1M0 1H1)(1H1 sr
B
U1)
is equal to (id sV r
B
?1)(U1 j2 b j1(x) U1) sr
B
1H1 and, therefore, belongs to
?1(M$0 & M2)$ sV r
B
?1(M$0 & M2) sr
B
1H1 . So, we get the first part of both
(i) and (ii).
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Moreover, by definition of :2 (2.7), we get
:2(x)=B2(U2*xU2)
=B2(F1 / J2)(1H1 0 U 1*) J3xJ3(1H1 0 U1)(F1*/2 J2)
=B2(F1 / J2)(1H1 0 U 1*J2xJ2 U1)(F1*/2 J2)
=B2(F1 / J1)(U1*J2 xJ2 U1)(F1*/ 2 J2)
from which we get that :2(x)=( j1 sV r
B
81) B(U 1* j2(x) U1) which gives the
second part of (i).
Property (iii) is then obtained by the use of the pentagonal equation, by
definition of ;1 .
Due to 4.4(iii), we get that
U1* j2 b j1(_2t (x)) U1 =U1*_
4
t ( j2 b j1(x)) U1
=U1*2 it2( j2 b j1(x)) 2
&it
2
U1
=(hit sr
B
2 it1) U1*( j2 b j1(x)) U1(h
&it
sr
/
2&it1 )
for which, by (i), we get (iv).
Let us consider now the operator-valued weight T $2 sending the commu-
tant M$1 on the commutant M$2 (commutants on H1). Let us consider the
representation | of r(B)$ given by the formula:
|(x)=U1(1 sr
B
x) U1*.
By 2.7, we have |(M$1)=M$3 and |(M$2)=M$4 , where M$1 and M$2 are the
commutants on H1 , and M$3 and M$4 are the commutants on H2 . As M$1=
J1 M1 J1 , and due to the intertwining property of U1 , we easily get that the
commutant of the operator-valued weight T $2 , which is going from |(M$2)$
=M4 onto |(M$1)$=M3 , is the operator-valued weight T4 .
On the other hand, considering the representation x  1 sr
B
x, we shall
obtain the operator-valued weight id sV r
B
T2 defined in 3.6, from L(H1) sV r
B
M2
to L(H1) s V r
B
M1 . Therefore, for all positive X in L(H1) sV r
B
M2 , we have
T4(U1XU1*)=U1(id sV r
B
T2)(X ) U1*
which is (v).
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Taking X=U1* j2 b j1(x) U1 , we have that
T4( j2 b j1(x))= j2 b j1 b T2(x)=r^ b T2(x)
and, using (i), we have
T4( j2 b j1(x))=U1(id sV r
B
T2)(U1* j2 b j1(x) U1) U1*
=(T 2 rV s
B o
id ) ;1(?1(x))
which finishes the proof, by 3.7. K
Lemma 6.2. Let x, x$, y, t in Hom/ , !1 , !2 in H1 . We have:
(i) (id V |4/ ( y), 4/ (t))(_/W1)=?1((1H1 M0 t*)( yM0 1H1)).
(ii) Let \4/(x) be the bounded linear application from H1 to H1 rs
/o
H1
defined in 3.1, for all ’ in H1 , by:
\4/(x)’=’ rs
/o
4/(x).
We have then:
\4/(x$)\*4/(x)=1H1 rs
/ o
?1(x$x*).
Proof. Let z: , t: in Hom/ such that
W1(4/(x) rs
/ o
4/( y))=7: 4/(z:) s r^
/
4/(t:),
which means, by [EV, 5.3], that
( yM0 1H1) x=7:(1H1 M0 z:) t: .
Therefore, we get
((id V |4/( y), 4/(t))(_/W1) 4/(x) | 4/(x$))
=(_/ W1(4/(x) rs
/o
4/( y)) | 4/(x$) r^s
/o
4/(t))
=(7:4/(t:) r^s
/ o
4/(z:) | 4/(x$) r^s
/ o
4/(t))
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which, due to [EV, 4.2(i)] is equal to:
(7: r^((4/(z:), 4/(t)) / o, s) 4/(t:) | 4/(x$))
=7:(r^(t*z:) 4/(t:) | 4/(x$))
=/(x$*7:(1H1M0 t*z:) t:)
=/(x$*(1H1 M0 t*) 7:(1H1 M0 z:) t:)
=/(x$*(1H1 M0 t*)( yM0 1H1) x).
We obtain
((id V |4/( y), 4/(t))(_/W1) 4/(x) | 4/(x$))
=(?1((1H1 M0 t*)( yM0 1H1)) 4/(x) | 4/(x$))
which gives (i).
By definition of \4/(x) , we have, by [EV, 4.2];
\*4/(x) \4/( y)=r((4/( y), 4/(x)) /o, s)=r(x*y),
from which we deduce, for all ’ in H1 , that:
\4/(x$) \*4/(x)(’ rs
/o
4/( y))=r(x*y) ’ rs
/o
4/(x$).
Using 2.2 and [EV, 4.1], we get, for any X in M$0 & M1 , analytical with
respect to /,
r(X ) ’ rs
/o
4/(x$)=’ rs
/o
s(_/i2(X)) 4/(x$)=’ rs
/ o
4/(x$X ),
which remains true, by continuity, for any X in M$0 & M1 . Therefore, we
get that
\4/(x$)\*4/(x)(’ rs
/ o
4/( y))=’ rs
/ o
4/(x$x*y)
=(1 rs
/o
?1(x$x*))(’ rs
/ o
4/( y))
which, by continuity, gives (ii). K
Propostion 6.3. For any x in Hom/ and a in NT 2 & N/2 , then we have:
(id r^V s
/o
|4/2(a))(_/ W1(1H1 rs/o
?1(xx*)) W 1*_/ o)
=(/2 r V s
/o
id )(;1(?1(a))* (1H1 rs
/o
?1(xx*)) ;1(?1(a))).
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Proof. By 3.2 and 6.2(ii), we have
(id r^V s
/o
|4/2(a))(_/W1(1H1 rs/ o
?1(xx*)) W1*_/ o)
=(\ r^, s4/2(a))* (_/W1) \
r, s
4/(x)
(\r, s4/(x))* (W1*_/o) \
r^, s
4/2(a)
which is equal to
(id V |4/2(a), 4/(x))(W1*_/o)* (id V |4/2(a), 4/(x))(W1*_/o)
which, by 6.2(i), is equal to ?1((1H1M0 4T2(a))* (xx*M0 1H1)(1H1M0
4T2(a)). By [E2, 6.2], we have 1H1M0 4T2(a)M0 1H1=4T4( j2 b j1(a)),
and, therefore, we get that (1H1 M0 4T2(a))(xx*M0 1H1)(1H1 M0 4T2(a))*
M0 1H1 is equal to 4T4( j2 b j1(a))* (xx*M0 1H1 M0 1H1) 4T4( j2 b j1(a)) =
T4( j2 b j1(a*) xx*j2 b j1(a)) which, by 6.1(v), is equal to U1(id sV r
B
T2)
(U1* j2 b j1(a*) xx*j2 b j1(a) U1) U 1*. Using then 6.1(i) and (vi), we get that
it is equal to
(/2 sV r
B o
id )(;1(?1(a))* (1H1 rs
B o
?1(xx*) ;1(?1(a))))
which finishes the proof. K
Proposition 6.4. For any !, ’ in D(H1s , /o) and a in NT 2 & N/2 , then:
(i) the operator (id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a)) belongs to HT 2 & N/2 .
(ii) we have:
&(\r, s’ )* W1*(4/2(a) s r^/
!)&=&4/2((id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a)))&.
Proof. By 3.2 and 6.2(ii), we have
(id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a))=(\r, s’ )* ;1(?1(a)) \
r, s
!
and, therefore,
(id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a))* (id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a))
=(\r, s! )* ;1(?1(a))* (\
r, s
’ )* \
r, s
’ ;1(?1(a)) \
r, s
!
=(\r, s! )* ;1(?1(a))* r((’, ’) /o, s) ;1(?1(a)) \
r, s
!
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which is less than
&Rs, /o(’)&2 (\r, s/ )* ;1(?1(a*a)) \r, s! =&Rs, /
o
(’)&2 (id V |!) ;1(?1(a*a)).
Therefore, using 6.1(v), T 2((id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a))* (id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a))) is
less than
&Rs, /o(’)&2 (id V |!)(T 2 V id) ;1(?1(a*a))=&Rs, /
o
(’)&2 ( r^ b T 2(a*a) ! | !)
which is less than &Rs, / o(’)&2 &!&2 &T 2(aa*)&, and, therefore, we get that
the element (id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(aa)) belongs to NT 2 ; we prove by the same
calculation that it belongs to N/2 , which is (i).
From 6.2(ii), we get that
&(\r, s4/(x))* W1*(4/2(a) s r^/
!)&=((*s, r^4/2(a))* W1\
r, s
4/(x)
(\r, s4/(x))* W 1**
s, r^
4/2(a)
! | !)
and is therefore equal to
|!((id r^V s
/o
|4/2(a))(_/W1(1H1 rs/ o
?1(xx*)) W 1*_/o))
which, using 6.3, is equal to
/2((id V |!)(;1(?1(a))* (1H1 rs
/o
?1(xx*)) ;1(?1(a))))
and, using 6.2(ii) again, is equal to
/2((id V |!, 4/(x)) ;1(?1(a)))* (id V |!, 4/(x)) ;1(?1(a))
which, by (i), is equal to:
&4/2((id V |!, 4/(x)) ;1(?1(a)))&
2.
The calculation made in (i) shows that the application which sends ’ in
D(H1s , /o) onto 4/2(id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a))) is continuous with respect to the
norm &Rs, /o(’))&=&\r, s’ &; therefore, by density and continuity, we get (ii),
which finishes the proof. K
Proposition 6.5. (i) Let a be in N/2 & NT 2 & N*/2 & N*T 2 , analytic with
respect to _/2t , such that, for any z in C, _
/2
z (a) belongs to N/2 & NT 2 . Then
4/2(a) belongs to D( r H1 , /) & D(H1s , /
o).
(ii) The subspace D( rH1 , /) & D(H1s , /o) is dense in H1 .
(iii) The subspace D( r^H1 , !) & D(H1s , /o) is dense in H1 .
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Proof. Let us recall (2.6 and 2.7) that 4/2(N/2 & NT 2)/4/(Hom/)/
D(H1s , /o); moreover, it is clear that D( rH1 , /)=J/2 D(H1s , /
o). As, with
the hypothesis, we have J/2 4/2(a)=4/2(_&i2(a*)), we get (i).
Using (i) and [EN, 10.12], we get (ii).
Let us apply (ii) to the inclusion M1 /M2 . We get that D( r 2H2 , /2) &
D(H2s2 , /o2) is dense in H2 . But we have F1*D( r 2 H2 , /2)=D( r^H1 , /) and
F1*D(H2s 2 , /o2)=D(H1s , /
o), from which we get (iii). K
Theorem 6.6. For any ! in D( r^H1 , /) & D(H1s , /o), ’ in D(H1s , /o), and
a in NT 2 & N/2 , we have:
4/2((id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a)))=(id V |!, ’)(W1*) 4/2(a).
Proof. Let us see first that the linear subset generated by all vectors
which can be written (id V |!, !$)(W1*) 4/2(a) for !, !$ in D( r^H1 , /) & D(H1s , /
o)
is dense in H1 . Let ‘ be in H1 such that ((id V |!, !$)(W1*) 4/2(a) | ‘)=0 for
all !, !$, a. By definition of (id V |!, !$)(W1*), we have
(W1*(4/2(a) s r^/
!) | ‘ rs
/o
!$)=0
which, by density, leads to ‘ rs
/o
!$=0; by continuity, we get, for all ’ in
D(H1s , /o), that ‘ rs
/ o
’=0 which means that (r((’, ’) /o, s) ‘ | ‘)=0, for
all ’ in D(H1s , /o). By continuity, we get that ‘=0, which proves the result.
Therefore, 6.3(iii) proves the existence of an isometry I such that:
I(id V |!, ’)(W1*) 4/2(a)=4/2((id V |!, ’) ;1(?1(a))).
Let !$ be another element of D( r^H1 , /) & D(H1s , /o); we have
I(id V |!)(W 1*) I(id V |!$)(W1*) 4/2(a)
=I(id V |!)(W 1*) 4/2((id V |!$) ;1(?1(a)))
=4/2((id V |!) ;1((id V |!$) ;1(?1(a))))
which is equal to
4/2((id V |!)(id V id V |!$)(;1 V id ) ;1(?1(a)))
and, from 6.3(iii), to
4/2((id V |!)(id V id V |!$)(id V 1 ) ;1(?1(a))).
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Let us now consider the positive element | of the predual A1 V , defined by,
for any x in A1 :
|(x)=|!(id V |!$)  b 1(x)=(W1(x rs
/o
1H1) W 1*(!$ s r^/
!) | !$ s r^
/
!).
If X belongs to M$0 & M1 , we have
| b s(X*X )=(!$ s r^
/
s(X*X ) ! | !$ s r^
/
!)
=(r^((!$, !$) /o, s) s(X*X ) ! | !)
and we find
| b s(X*X)&R/ o, s(!$)&2 &R/o, s(!)&2 /(X*X).
By the same calculation, we get
| b r^(X*X )=( r^(X*X ) !$ s r^
/
! | !$ s r^
/
!)
=(s((!, !) /, r^) r^(X*X ) !$ | !$)
and, therefore:
| b r^(X*X )&R/, r^(!)&2 &R/, r^(!$)&2 /(X*X).
Therefore, by 3.3(i), there exists a vector !" in D( r^H1 , /) & D(H1s , /o) such
that |(x)=(x!" | !"). Therefore, we get that I(id V |!)(W1*) I(id V |!$)
(W1*) 4/2(a) is equal to
4/2((id V |!") ;1(?1(a)))=I(id V |!")(W1*) 4/2(a).
On the other hand, from the pentagonal equation verified by W1 , one can
prove that we have
(id V |!")(W1*)=(id V |!)(W1*)(id V |!$)(W1*)
from which we get, by density,
I(id V |!)(W1*) I(id V |!$)(W1*)=I(id V |!)(W1*)(id V |!$)(W1*)
or, by the injectivity of the isometry I,
(id V |!)(W1*) I(id V |!$)(W1*)=(id V |!)(W 1*)(id V |!$)(W1*).
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By polarisation, one gets, for any ’$ in D( r^H1 , /) & D(H1s , /o),
(id V |!)(W1*) I(id V |!$, ’$)(W1*)=(id V |!)(W1*)(id V |!$, ’$)(W 1*)
and, by the density proved at the beginning of the demonstration, we get:
(id V |!)(W!*) I=(id V |!)(W 1*).
By polarisation again, one gets
(id V |!, !$)(W 1*) I=(id V |!, !$)(W1*)
or, taking the adjoints:
I*(id V |!$, !)(W1)=(id V |!$, !)(W1).
We can show the same way that all vectors of the type (id V |!$, !)(W1) ‘
are dense in H1 , from which we deduce that I*=1, which finishes the
proof. K
Corollary 6.7. For any t in R, a in B=M$0 & M1 ,
(i) we have
_/$2&t(r^(a))=\t( r^(a))= r^(_
/
t (a))
\t(s(a))=s(_/t (a))
where /$2 is the canonical faithful semi-finite normal weight on ?1(M$0 & M2)$
given by the TomitaTakesaki construction.
(ii) for any t in R, we have:
11 b \t =(\t sV r^
B
\t) b 11
11 b _/$2t =(\&t s V r^B _
/$2
t ) b 11 .
(iii) let us define, for x in A1@ , {t@(x)=2 it/2 x2
&it
/2
; then {t@ is a one-
parameter automorphism group of ?1(M$1 & M3)$; moreover, we have:
{t@(r(a))=r(_/t (a))
{t@(s(a))=s(_/t (a))
1 b {t@=({t@ rV s
/o
{t@) 1
j^ b {t@= {t@ b j^.
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Proof. By 4.8, we get that _/$2
&t(r^(a))=\t(r^(a)). But, as \t(r^(a))=_
3
t (r^(a)),
by 4.4, it is equal to r^(_1t (a))= r^(_
/
t (a)).
On the other hand, we have
\t(s(a))=hitJ/2 a*J/2 h
&it=J/2h
ita*h&itJ/2
=s(_1t (a))=s(_
/
t (a))
from which we get (i) and we deduce that it is possible to define the one-
parameter group of automorphisms \t sV r^
B
\t and \&t s V r^
B
_/$2t on A1 s V r^B A1 .
Using 4.4(i), 6.1(iv), and 6.6, we get, for all !, ’ in D( sH1 , /o) and for
all a in NT2 & N/2 ,
(id V |!, ’)(W 1*) hit4/2(a)=(id V |!, ’)(W1*) 4/2(_
2
t (a))
=4/2((id V |!, ’) ;1(_
2
t (a)))
=4/2(_
2
t (id V |h&it!, h&it’) ;1(?1(a)))
=hit(id V |h&it!, h&it’)(W1*) 4/2(a)
from which we get the first formula of (ii). The second formula is then a
corollary of 4.8.
We have seen in 4.6 that hit2&it/2 belongs to ?1(M$1 & M3)$. Therefore {t@
is a one-parameter automorphism group of ?1(M$1 & M3)$ given by the
composition of the inner automorphism group implemented by hit2&it/2 ,
composed with \t@ , defined in 5.5. The relation between J/2 and 2/2 gives
that j^ b {t@= {t@ b j^. Moreover, we get
{t@(r(a))=_/2t (r(a))=r(_
/
t (a))
{t@(s(a))=2 it/2J/2 a*J/2 2
&it
/2
=J/2 2
it
/2
a*2&it/2 J/2=s(_
/
t (a))
from which we deduce that it is possible to define the one-parameter auto-
morphism group {t@ r V s
/ o
{t@ on A1@ rV s
/o
A1@ . Then, by 4.8, we finish the proof.
K
Theorem 6.8. For all !, ’ in D( r^H1 , /) & D(H1s , /o), the operator
(id V |!, ’)(W1*) belongs to D({&i2@ ), and we have:
j^ b {&i2@ (id V |!, ’)(W*)=(id V |!, ’)(W1).
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Proof. By 6.6, we have, for any a in NT2 & N*T2 & N/2 & N*/2
(id V |!, ’)(W*) J/2 2
12
/2
4/2(a)=4/2((id V |!, ’) ;1(a*))
=4/2((id V |’, !) ;1(a)*)
=J/2 2
12
/2
(id V |’, !)(W*) 4/2(a)
from which we get that:
212/2 (id V |!, ’)(W*) 2
&12
/2
/J/2(id V |’, !)(W*) J/2 .
Therefore, (id V |!, ’)(W*) belongs to D({&i2@ ), and we have
{&i2@ ((id V |!, ’)(W*))= j^((id V |!, ’)(W1))
from which we get the result. K
Definition 6.9. Let (N, M, r, s, 1 ) be a Hopf-bimodule in the sense
of 2.4; let j be an anti-isomorphism of M such that j2=id; we shall call j
a co-inverse if j is an anti-isomorphism between (N, M, r, s, 1) and (No, M,
s, r, N b 1 ), i.e., if:
(i) j b r=s.
Then, we can define j sV r
N
j which will be an anti-isomorphism from
M sV r
N
M to M rV s
No
M, whose inverse is j rV s
N o
j.
(ii) No( j sV r
N
j) 1=1 b j.
Then we shall call (N, M, r, s, 1, j) a co-involutive Hopf-bimodule (cf.
[V1] 2.2.1(iv)).
Theorem 6.10. The involutive anti-homomorphism j^ of ?1(M$1 & M3)$
satisfies j^ b r=s, and, therefore, we can define anti-homomorphisms
j^ rV s
/ o
j^: ?1(M$1 & M3)$ r V s
/o
?1(M$1 & M3)$  ?1(M$1 & M3)$ sV r/ ?1(M$1 & M3)$
and its inverse
j^ sV r/ j^: ?1(M$1 & M3)$ s V r/ ?1(M$1 & M3)$  ?1(M$1 & M3)$ rV s/ o ?1(M$1 & M3)$
and we have
( j^ rV s
/o
j^ ) b 1 =/ o 1 b j^
and, therefore, ((M$0 & M1)o, ?1(M$1 & M3)$, r, s, 1 , j^ ) is a co-involutive
Hopf-bimodule.
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Proof. By the pentagonal equation, one can prove that, for all ! in D(H1s),
1 ((id V |!)(W1))=(id V id V |!)((_/ s r^
B
1H1)(1H1 s r^
B
W1)
__2/ o(1H1 rs
B o
_/)(1H1 rs
Bo
W1))
from which we infer
/ o 1 ((id V |!)(W1*))=(id V id V |!)((_/o rs
B o
1H1)(1H1 rs
B o
W1*)
_(1H1 rs
B o
_/o) _2/(1H1 s r^
B
W1*)).
Using 6.8 and 6.7(ii), we get the result. K
7. THE HAAR OPERATOR-VALUED WEIGHTS
In this chapter, we define the co-inverse j and the one-parameter group
{t for A1 (7.1); this will allow us to get the analog of the classical formula
linking W1 and W1* (7.2) and to obtain a right-invariant operator-valued
weight for (A1 , 11) (7.5), a left-invariant operator-valued-weight for (A1 , 11)
(7.6). These operator-valued weights are unique, up to an invertible
positive self-adjoint operator affiliated to Z(M0) & Z(M1) (7.8). Modular
properties are studied (7.3(ii); see also 6.7(ii)).
Theorem 7.1. Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion of a von Neumann
algebra, with a regular (in the sense of 2.6) operator-valued weight T1 from
M1 to M0 , adapted to a normal semi-finite faithful weight / on M$0 & M1
(in the sense of 4.1). Then there exists on H1=L2(M$0 & M2) a bijective
antilinear isometry J such that:
(i) for any x in M$0 & M2 , we have
?1( j1(x))=J ?1(x)* J ;
(ii) the application X  J X*J = j(X ) is an anti-automorphism of
?1(M$0 & M2)$ such that j b r^=s, and
( j sV r^/ j) b 1=/1 b j.
Therefore, (M$0&M1 , ?1(M$0&M2)$, r^, s, 11 , j) is a co-involutive Hopf-bimodule.
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(iii) there exists a one-parameter automorphism group {t of ?t(M$0 & M2)$
such that, for all a in M$0 & M1 ,
{t(s(a))=s(_/&t(a))
{t(r^(a))= r^(_/&t(a))
1 b {t=({t sV r^/ {t) 1
j b {t={t b j.
For any !, ’ in D(rH1 , /) & D(H1s , /o), the bounded operator (|!, ’ V id)(W1)
belongs to D({&i2) and we have:
j b {&i2((|!, ’ V id )(W1))=(|!, ’ V id)(W1).
Proof. Let us apply the preceding results to the inclusion M1 /M2 . We
first get (2.7) an Hilbert space H2 , a representation ?2 of M$1 & M4 in H2 ,
and a canonical anti-linear isometry F1 from H1 onto H2 such that, for all
y in M$0 & M3 , we have:
F1?1( y)* F1=?2( j2( y))
We have seen in 4.1 that the weight /2=/ b j1 | M$1 & M2 verifies the condition
_/ 2t =_
T2
t , for all t in R. Let us write /
2
3=/2 b T3 | M$1 & M3 . Then /
2
3 is a
normal faithful semi-finite weight on M$1 & M3 , and we can identify H2 to
L2(M$1 & M3) (by 2.6 applied to the inclusion M1 /M2) and consider the
antilinear bijective isometry J/ 23 given by the TakesakiTomita construc-
tion. Then, by 5.4 applied to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we get that, for all z
in M$2 & M4 :
?2( j3(z))=J/23 ?2(z)* J/ 23 .
Therefore, if we put J =F1*J/23 F1 , we obtain an anti-linear bijective
isometry of H1 such that
J ?1(x)* J =F1*J/23 F1 ?1(x)* F1*J/23 F1
=F1*J/23 ?2( j2(x)) J/ 23F1
=F1*?2( j3 b j2(x)) F1
which, by [E2, 5.10], is equal to F1*?2( j2 b j1(x)) F1 and, therefore, to
?1( j1(x)), which is (i).
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So, the application X  J X*J = j(X ) is an anti-automorphism of
?1(M$0 & M2)$; applying 6.10 to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we obtain j b r^=s,
which is (ii).
Let us put 2 =F1*2/ 23 F1 . Then, by 6.7(ii) applied to the inclusion
M1 /M2 , we obtain that X  2 itX2 &it is an automorphism {t of
?1(M$0 & M2)$, which satisfies, for all a in M$0 & M1 ,
{t(s(a))=s(_/&t(a))
{t(r^(a))= r^(_/&t(a))
and
1 b {t =({t sV r^/ {t) 1
j b {t={t b j.
Moreover, as we have (2.7)
W2=(F1 sr
/
F1) _/ o W1*_/o(F1* r2s2
/2 o
F1*)
we get, from 6.8 applied to the inclusion M1 /M2 , that the bounded
operator (|!, ’ V id)(W1) which belongs to ?1(M$0 & M2)$ will verify
j b {&i2(|!, ’ V id )(W1)=(|!, ’ V id )(W 1*)
which finishes the proof. K
Theorem 7.2. It is possible to define an antilinear bijective isometry
J/2 s r^/
J from H1 s r^
/
H1 onto H1 rs
/ o
H1 , whose inverse is J/2 rs
/o
J such
that, for all t in R,
(2 it/2 s r^/
2 it) W1(2&it/2 rs/o
2 &it)=W1
and
(J/2 s r^/
J ) W1(J/2 s r^/
J )=W 1*.
Proof. The existence of J/2 s r^/
J and of its inverse (adjoint) J/2 rs
/o
J
are just straightforward verifications.
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Let : be in D(212/2 ), ; be in D(2
12), # be in D(2&12/2 ), and $ be in
D(2 12); we have
((J/2 s r^/
J ) W1(J/2 s r^/
J )(: s r^
/
;) | # rs
/o
$)
=(J/2 # rs
/o
J $ | W1(J/2 : s r^/
J ;))
=(J/2 # | (id V |J ;, J $)(W1) J/2 :)
=(J/2(id V |J ;, J $)(W1) J/2 : | #)
=( j^((id V |J $, J ;)(W1*)) : | #)
which, by 6.10, is equal to
(2&12/2 (id V |J $, J ;)(W1) 2
12
/2
: | #)
=(W1(212/2 : s r^/
J $) | 2&12/2 # s r^/
J ;)
=((|2/2
1  2:, 2/ 2
& 1  2# V id )(W1) J $ | J ;)
=(; | j((|2/ 2
& 1  2#, 2/ 2
1  2: V id)(W1*)) $)
which, by 7.1, is equal to
(; | 2 12(|2/ 2
& 1  2#, 2/ 2
1  2: V id )(W1) 2 &12$)
=(212/2 : s r^/
2 12; | W1(2&12/2 rs/ o
2 &12$))
from which we get:
(2&12/2 rs/o
2 &12) W1*(212/2 s r^/
2 12)/(J/2 s r^/
J ) W1(J/2 s r^/
J ).
Taking the adjoints, we get:
(212/2 s r^/
2 12) W1(2&12/2 rs/o
2 &12)/(J/2 s r^/
J ) W1*(J/2 s r^/
J ).
By composition we get that
(2 it/2 s r^/
2 it) W1(2&it/2 rs/o
2 &it)=W1
and, therefore, that W1*=(J/2 s r^/
J ) W1(J/2 s r^/
J ). K
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Corollary 7.3. (i) Let J be the canonical anti-isomorphism given by
the TomitaTakesaki construction for M$0 & M2 and the weight /2 , i.e., for
all x in M$0 & M2 , let us write:
J(?1(x))=J/2 ?1(x)* J/2 .
Then we have
11(J/2 ?1(x) J/2)=(J/2 rs
/
J ) ;1(?1(x))(J/2 rs
/o
J )
11(J(?1(x)))=(J rs
/o
j) ;1(?1(x));
(ii) we have, for all t in R,
11 b _/$2t =(_
/$2
t sV r^B
{&t) b 11 ,
where /$2 is the canonical weight on ?1(M$0 & M2)$ given by the Tomita
Takesaki construction.
Proof. By definition of 11 , we have
11(J/2?1(x) J/2)=W1(J/2 ?1(x) J/2 rs
/ o
1H1) W1*
=(J/2 rs
/o
J ) W 1*(?1(x) rs
/o
1H1) W1(J/2 rs
/o
J )
which gives (i), from the second formula of 7.2; (ii) is a straightforward
corollary of the first formula of 7.2. K
Definition 7.4. Let (N, M, r, s, 1 ) be a Hopf-bimodule in the sense of
2.4; let T be a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight from M
to s(M); we shall say that T is a left Haar operator-valued weight if, for all
x in M+, we have:
T(x)=(id sV r/ T ) 1(x)
let us recall (3.7) that (id sV r/ T ) 1(x)=(id sV r/ / b r
&1 b T ) 1(x).
Let S be a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight from M to
r(M); we shall say that S is a right Haar operator-valued weight if:
S(x)=(S sV r/ id ) 1(x).
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Clearly, if (N, M, r, s, 1, j) is a co-involutive Hopf-bimodule, and T (resp. S)
a left (resp. right) Haar operator-valued weight, then j b T b j (resp. j b S b j)
is a right (resp. left) Haar operator-valued weight.
Theorem 7.5. Let us define T $2 the normal semi-finite faithful operator-
valued weight from ?1(M$0 & M2)$=J/2(?1(M$0 & M2)) J/2 to s(M$0 & M1)=
J/2(?1(M$0 & M1)) J/2 given by, for all positive x in ?1(M$0 & M2)$,
T $2(x)=J/2 T 2(J/2 xJ/2) J/2 ,
where T 2 has been defined in 6.1. We have /$2=/ b s&1 b T $2 . We have then
T $2(x)=(T $2 sV r^/ id ) 1(x)=(/$2 sV r^/ id ) 11(x)
for any positive x in ?1(M$0 & M2)$. Therefore, T $2 is a right Haar operator-
valued weight for (M$0 & M1 , ?1(M$0 & M2)$, r^, s, 11).
Proof. Let y be a positive element of M$0 & M2 . Due to 7.3 and 6.1, we
have
(/$2 s V r^/ id ) 11(J/2 ?1( y) J/2)=J ((/2 rV s/o id ) ;1(?1( y)) J
 )
=j b r^(T2( y))
=s(T2( y))
from which we get that
(/$2 sV r^/ id ) 11(x)=T $2(x)
which finishes the proof, using 3.7. K
Corollary 7.6. We can define a normal semi-finite faithful operator-
valued weight j b T $2 b j from ?1(M$0 & M2)$ to r^(M$0 & M1), which satisfies
/ b r^&1 b j b T $2 b j=/$2 b j
and is a left Haar operator-valued weight for (M$0 & M1 , ?1(M$0 & M2)$, r^,
s, 11), i.e., we have, for any positive x in ?1(M$0 & M2)$:
j b T $2 b j(x)=(id sV r^/ /$2 b j) 11(x)=(id sV r^/ j b T $2 b j) 11(x).
Proof. This is a corollary of 7.1 and 7.5. K
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Proposition 7.7. Let # be the automorphism of ?1(M$0 & M2) defined,
for x in M$0 & M2 , by
#(?1(x))=J/2 J J/2 J ?1(x) J J/2 J J/2=J
&1 b j b J(?1( j1(x)))
and let #$ be the automorphism of ?1(M$0 & M2) defined, for y in ?1(M$0 & M2)$,
by:
#$( y)=J b # b J&1( y)=J J/2 J J/2 yJ/2 J J/2 J .
Then we have #=id and #$=id.
Proof. Let us apply all these results to the inclusion M o0 /M
o
1 . For all
i, we shall identify the standard Hilbert spaces of M oi with Hi by the usual
identification of 4io(x
o) with Ji 4i (x), for any x of Ni , and the standard
Hilbert space of (M$0 & M2)o with H1 , by the identification of 4/ o2( y
o) with
J/2 4/2( y), for all y in N/2 .
We shall obtain a basis Bo, with representation ro=s, r^o=? b j1 (from
5.4), anti-representation so=r on H1 , and a pseudo-multiplicative unitary
Wo1 , going from H1 sr
/
H1 to H1 r r^ o
/ o
H1 , given by:
W o1=(J/2 s r^/
J/2) W1(J/2 sr/
J/2).
If we apply 7.2 to W o1 , we obtain
(J/2 r r^ o
/o
J ) W o1(J/2 r r^ o
/o
J )=(W o1)*
from which we get that W1* is equal to
(J/2 sr/
J/2)(J/2 r r^ o
/o
J )(J/2 sr^/
J/2) W1(J/2 sr^/
J/2)(J/2 rr^ o
/o
J )(J/2 sr^
/o
J/2)
or, equivalently, that
(J/2 s r^/
J/2 J J/2) W1(J/2 s r^/
J/2 J J/2)=W 1*
and, using 7.2 again, we get:
W1=(1 s r^
/
J J/2 J J/2) W1(1 s r^/
J/2 J J/2 J ).
Therefore, for all ! in D( rH1 , /) and ’ in D(H1s , /o), we get that
#$((|!, ’ V id )(W1))=(|!, ’ V id )(W1)
from which we deduce, by 2.7, that #$=id, which finishes the proof. K
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Theorem 7.8. Let T be a right Haar operator-valued weight for (M$0 & M1 ,
?1(M$0 & M2)$, r^, s, 1). Then there exists an invertible positive self-adjoint
operator affiliated to Z(M0) & Z(M1) such that T(x)=T $2(ax).
Proof. We know (2.7) that 81 sends the Hopf-bimodule structure (B, A1 ,
r^, s, 11) on (B2 , A2@ , r2, s2, B2 b 12@). Therefore, the operator-valued weight
81 b T b 8&11 which goes from ?2(M$2 & M4)$ to s
2(M$1 & M2) verifies for all
positive y in ?2(M$2 & M4)$:
81 b T b 8&11 ( y)=(id s 2 V r 2/2 81 b T b 8
&1
1 ) 12@( y).
Let us consider, for X positive in M2 , the element (id r2V s2
/2 o
81 b T b 8&11 ) :2(X),
which belongs to M2 r2 V s 2
/ 2o
s2(M$1 & M2)=M2 & r2(B2)$.
We have
:((id r2V s2
/2o
81 b T b 8&11 ) :2(X ))
=(id r2 V s 2
/ 2o
id r2 V s 2
/ 2o
81 b T b 8&11 )(:2 r 2V s2
/2o
id ) :1(X)
=(id r2 V s 2
/ 2o
id r2 V s 2
/ 2o
81 b T b 8&11 )(id r2 V s2
/ 2o
12@) :2(X)
=(id r2 V s 2
/ 2o
81 b T b 8&11 ) :2(X ) r2s2
/2o
1
from which we get that this element (id r2 V s 2
/2o
81 b T b 8&11 ) :2(X ) belongs to
M:22 =M1 . Therefore, this formula defines a normal semi-finite faithful
operator-valued weight from M2 to M1 , and, by 4.3, there exists a positive
self-adjoint invertible a affiliated to Z(M0) & Z(M1) such that, for all
positive X in M2 , we have:
(id r2V s 2
/2o
81 b T b 8&11 ) :2(X )=T2(aX ).
Using then 6.1(i), for all x in M$0 & M2 , we get
?1( j1 T 2 j1(ax))=?1 b j1(id r2 V s2
/ 2o
81 b T b 8&11 ) :2( j1(x))
=(id rV s/ T ) ;1(?1(x))
which, thanks to 7.3(i), is equal to
(id rV s
/o
T )(J&1 sV r^/ j) 11(J(?1(x)))=(J
&1
sV r^/ j)(id sV r^/ jTj) 11(J(?1(x)))
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which, using the hypothesis of the right-invariance of T which, due to
7.1(ii), gives the left-invariance of jTj, is equal to J&1jTjJ?1(x).
Therefore, for all x in M$0 & M2 , we get
TjJ?1(x)= jJ?1 j1T 2 j1(ax)
which, as #=id (7.7) is equal to J(T 2 j1(ax)), or, equivalently, to T $2(Jj1(ax)).
Therefore, for all y positive in ?1(M$0 & M2)$, we get, as #$=id (7.7)
T( y)=T $2(ay)
which finishes the proof. K
Definition 7.9. Let (N, M, r, s, 1 ) be a Hopf-bimodule with a left
Haar operator-valued weight from M to r(N), and let (b, :) be an action
of (N, M, r, s, 1) on a von Neumann algebra A; then, using 3.7, we see
that the application T:=(id sV r
N
T ) : is a normal faithful operator-valued
weight from M to M:; we shall say that the action (b, :) is integrable with
respect to T if T: is semi-finite.
Theorem 7.10. Let us apply 2.7 to the inclusion M1 /M2 ; we get an
action :2 of (A2@ , 1 2) on M2 ; then:
(i) Let us define the crossed-product of M1 and A1@ with respect to :1
as the von Neumann algebra:
M1<: A1@=[:(M1) _ 1 rs
Bo
?1(M$0 & M2)]".
Then, we have M2=(M1 _ (M$0 & M2))", and M2 is isomorphic to M1<: A1@ .
(ii) we have M1=M :22 , and, for all y in M$0 & M2 , we have
:2( y)=(?&11 r2 V s2
B2 o
id )(J&1 rV s
/o
81) /11J?1( y)
and, therefore, the action :2 can be considered as the dual action of :1 .
(iii) the operator valued weight 81 b T $2 b 8&11 is a left Haar weight
for (A2@ , 1 2).
(iv) the action :2 is integrable with respect to this weight; more precisely,
we have
(id r2 V s 2
B 2o
(81 b T $2 b 8&11 )) :2=T2 .
Proof. The property (i) was proved in [EV, 7.6].
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The relation M1=M :22 was also obtained in [EV, 7.6]; let y be in
M$0 & M2 ; we have, using 6.1(i), 7.3(i), 7.7, and 7.1(ii),
:2( y)=( j1?&11 rV s/o 81) ;1 ?1 j1( y)
=( j1?&11 rV s/o 81)(J
&1
sV r^/ j) 11 J?1 j1( y)
=(?&11 r 2 V s 2
B 2o
id)(J&1 r V s
/o
81)( j sV r^/ j) 11 jJ?1( y)
=(?&11 r 2 V s 2
B 2o
id)(J&1 r V s
/o
81) / 11J?1( y)
which gives (ii).
We have seen in 2.7 that 81 is an anti-isomorphism from (A1 , B11) to
(A2@ , 1 2); as T $2 is a right Haar weight for (A1 , 11) (7.5), it is a left Haar
weight for (A1 , B11), and we get (iii).
Using (ii), we get that (id r 2 V s2
B 2o
(81 b T $2 b 8&11 )) :2( y) is equal to
(?&11 r2 V s2
B 2o
id )(J&1 rV s
/ o
81)(id r^V s
/o
T $2) /11J?1( y).
By (iii) and 7.5, it is equal to:
?&11 J
&1T $2J?1( y)=T2( y).
So, the restriction of the operator-valued weight T:2 to M$0 & M2 is equal
to the restriction of the operator-valued weight T2 and is therefore semi-
finite; so T:2 is semi-finite and, by definition, :2 is integrable.
By 4.3(i), there exists a positive self-adjoint invertible operator a affiliated
to Z(M0) & Z(M1) (and therefore affiliated to Z(M$0 & M2)) such that
T:2(Y )=T2(aY ) for all positive Y in M2 . So, using the preceeding calcula-
tions, we get that this operator a satisfies, for all positive y in M$0 & M2 ,
T 2( y)=T 2(ay)
which leads, for all x in N/2 , to /2( y*y)=/2( y*ay) and to a=1 which
finishes the proof of the theorem. K
8. THEOREM
In this short section we summarize all the results and put the two
structures of a quantum groupo@ d on the relative commutants M$0 & M2
and M$1 & M3 .
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Notations 8.1. For any x in M$0 & M2 , let us write:
11
t
(x)=( j1 rV s
/o
?&11 b J
&1) /(U1* j2(x) U1).
As j2(x) belongs to M$2 & M4 /M$0 & M4 , U 1* j2(x) U1 belongs, using 2.7,
to L(H1) sV r/ (M$0 & M2); as j2(x) belongs to M$2 & M4 /(M$0 & M2)$,
U1* j2(x) U1 belongs, using 2.7 again, to ?1(M$0 & M2)$ sV r/ L(H1).
So, U1* j2(x) U1 belongs to ?1(M$0 & M2)$ s V r/ (M$0 & M2), and, therefore,
we can define ( j1 rV s
/o
?&11 b J
&1) /(U1* j2(x) U1) which belongs to (M$0 & M2)
j1
V id/ (M$0 & M2).
Therefore, this formula makes sense and defines an element 11
t
(x) which
belongs to (M$0 & M2) j1 V id/ (M$0 & M2). We have defined an injective
homomorphism from M$0 & M2 to (M$0 & M2) j1 V id/ (M$0 & M2) this way
and we shall show in 8.2(i) that it is a coproduct.
Theorem 8.2. Let M0 /M1 be a depth 2 inclusion of von Neuman
algebras, (Mi) i # N the canonical Jones’ tower of inclusions; let us suppose that
there exists a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight T1 from M1
to M0 such that T2 | M$0 & M2 and T3 | M$1 & M3 are semi-finite, where, for all i2,
Ti is the canonical normal semi-finite operator-valued weight from Mi to
Mi&1 ; let us suppose, moreover, that there exists a normal semi-finite faithful
weight / on M$0 & M1 such that, for all t in R, we have _T1t =_
/
t . For i1,
let us denote by ji the canonical anti-isomorphism j i (X )=Ji X*Ji from Mi+1
to the commutant M$i&1 on L2(Mi) where Ji is the bijective antilinear
isometry on L2(Mi) given by the TomitaTakesaki construction of Mi , its
restriction to M$i&1 & Mi+1 (which is an anti-automorphism of M$i&1 & Mi+1),
or its restriction to M$i&1 & Mi (which is an anti-isomorphism from M$i&1 & Mi
to M$i & Mi+1). We shall write id for the identity isomorphism of M$i&1 & Mi+1
or the injection of M$i&1 & Mi into M$i&1 & Mi+1 . Then:
(i) there exists a normal injective homomorphism 11
t
from M$0 & M2
to the fiber product (M$0 & M2) j1V id/ (M$0 & M2), such that, for all b in
M$0 & M1 :
11
t
(b)=b j1 id/
1
11
t
( j1(b))=1 j1id/
j1(b)
(11
t
j1
V id/ id ) 11
t
=(id j1 V id/ 11
t
) 11
t
.
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This last formula having a sense, thanks to the two preceding ones. Therefore,
(M$0 & M1 , M$0 & M2 , id, j1 , 11
t
) is a Hopf-bimodule in the sense of [V1,
2.2.1(i); 6.5].
(ii) we have:
( j1 j1 V id/ j1) 11
t
=/11
t
j1 .
Therefore, (M$0 & M1 , M$0 & M2 , id, j1 , 11
t
, j1) is a co-involutive Hopf-
bimodule in the sense of [V1, 2.2.1(iv)].
(iii) we have, for all positive X in M$0 & M2 :
(id j1 V id/ T2) 11
t
(X )=T2(X ).
We shall say that the restriction of T2 to M$0 & M2 is a left Haar operator-
valued weight.
Moreover, if T is a normal semi-finite faithful operator-valued weight from
M$0 & M2 to M$0 & M1 such that, for all positive X in M$0 & M2 ,
(id idV j1/ o T ) 11
t
(X)=T(X ),
then there exists an invertible positive self-adjoint operator a affiliated to
Z(M0) & Z(M1) such that T(x)=T2(aX ).
(iv) applying these results to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we obtain a
co-involutive Hopf-bimodule ((M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 , j1 , j2 b j1 , 12
t
, j2) with
a left-invariant Haar operator-valued weight T3 | M$1 & M3 .
(v) there exists an injective morphism :1
t from M1 to the fiber product
M1 idV j1
/o
(M$1 & M3) such that, for all b in M$0 & M1 , we have
:1
t(b)=(1 idV j1
/ o
j2 b j1)(b)
and
(:1
t
idV j1
/o
id ) :1
t=(id idV j1
/o
12
t
) :1
t .
So, :1
t is an action of the Hopf-bimodule ((M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 , j2 b j1 , j1 ,
12
t
) on M1 in the sense of [EV, 7.1]; this action is minimal and satisfies
M0=M :1
t
1 ,
where M :1
t
1 had been defined in [EV, 7.2], and the von Neumann algebra M2
is isomorphic to the crossed-product of M1 and M$1 & M3 by this action.
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(vi) applying these results to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we obtain a
co-involutive Hopf-bimodule (M$0 & M1 , M$2 & M4 , j2 b j1 , j2 , 13
t
, j3) with a
left Haar operator-valued weight T4 | M$2 & M4 such that j2 b j1 is an isomorphism
from (M$0 & M1 , M$0 & M2 , id, j1 , 11
t
, j1) on (M$0 & M1 , M$2 & M4 , j2 b j1 , j2 ,
13
t
, j3) and an action ( j1 , :2
t) of (M$0 & M1 , M$2 & M4 , j2 b j1 , j2 , 13
t
) on M2
such that
M1=M :2
t
2
and, for all y in M$0 & M2 , we have:
:2
t( y)=(id j1V j2 j1/ j2 b j1) 11
t
( y).
This action is integrable; more precisely, we get
(id j1 V j2 j1/ T4 | M$2 & M2) :2
t=T2
and this action, modulo the isomorphism of M2 with the crossed-product of
M1 and M$1 & M3 by :1
t , is the dual action of :1
t .
Proof. Let us put, for all x in M$0 & M2 , u1(x)= j b J b ?1(x); we define
an isomorphism between M$0 & M2 and ?1(M$0 & M2)$ this way; by 7.7, we
have also u1(x)=J b ?1 b j1(x).
Therefore, if b belongs to M$0 & M1 , u1(b)=?1( j2 b j1(b))= r^(b) by 5.4,
and u1( j1(b))=J(?1(b))=s(b), and we can define u1 j1 V id/ u1 which is an
isomorphism from (M$0 & M2) j1 V id/ (M$0 & M2) to ?1(M$0 & M2)$ sV r^/
?1(M$0 & M2)$, whose inverse is (u&11 s V r^/ u
&1
1 ).
Let us calculate (u1 j1V id/ u1) 11
t
(x), where 11
t
has been defined in 8.1; we
have, by 6.1(i),
U1* j2(x) U1=(id sV r/ ?
&1
1 ) / o ;1(?1( j1(x)))
and, therefore,
11
t
(x)=( j1 b ?&11 rV s/o ?
&1
1 b J
&1) ;1(?1( j1(x)))
and
(u1 j1V id/ u1) 11
t
(x)=(J rV s
/o
j) ;1(?1( j1(x))).
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So, we get, using 6.1(i), 7.1(i), and 7.2,
(u1 j1 V id/ u1) 11
t
(x)=(J/2 rs
/o
J ) W1*(J ?1(x) J s r^
/
1) W1(J/2 rs
/ o
J )
=W1(J/2 J ?1(x) J J/2 rs
/o
1) W1*
=11(u1(x))
and, therefore, (u1 , j1 V id/ u1) 11
t
(x)=11(u1(x)).
Using the formula 11
t
=(u&11 s V r^/ u
&1
1 ) 11u1 , it is then straightforward to
get the desired formulae for 11
t
; in fact we obtain, via u1 , a structure which
is isomorphic to the Hopf-bimodule (M$0 & M1 , ?1(M$0 & M2)$, r^, s, 11)=
(A1 , 11), which is (i).
As u1 b j= j1 b u1 , (ii) is then a corollary of 7.1(ii).
As u&11 b j b T$2@ b j b u1=T 2 , (ii) is then a corollary of 7.6; the unicity is a
corollary of 7.8.
Applying these results to the inclusion M1 /M2 , we obtain a co-
involutive Hopf-bimodule structure (M$1 & M2 , M$1 & M3 , id, j2 , 12
t
, j2),
but, as j1 is an isomorphism from (M$0 & M1)o onto M$1 & M2 , we may
replace the basis M$1 & M2 by (M$0 & M1)o, the homomorphism id by j1 ,
and the anti-homomorphism j2 by j1 b j2 , and we obtain a co-involutive
Hopf-bimodule ((M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 , j1 , j2 b j1 , 11
t
, j2), with a left Haar
operator-valued weight T3 , which is (iv).
More precisely, as in (i), we can construct an isomorphism u2 such that
((M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M2 , j1 , j2 b j1 , 12
t
) is isomorphic to (A2 , 12); therefore,
by 2.7, 8&11 b u2 is an anti-isomorphism from ((M$0 & M1)
o, M$1 & M3 , j1 ,
j2 b j1 , 12
t
) to (A1@ , /o11@), and, then, 8&11 b u2 b j2 is an isomorphism
between (M$0 & M1 , M$1 & M3 , j2 b j1 , j1 , / 2 o12
t
) and (A1@ , /o11@) or
between ((M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 , j1 , j2 b j1 , 12
t
) and (A1@ , 11@)=((M$0 & M1)o,
?1(M$1 & M3)$, s, r, 11).
Using (i) and the notations introduced in 7.1, 2.7, and 5.4, we see that
the isomorphism sends an element y in M$1 & M3 on
8&11 u2 j2( y)=F1*J/23 ?2( y) J/23 F1
=J F1*?2( y) F1J
=J ?1( j2( y))* J
=J J/2 ?1( y) J/2 J .
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Let us consider the action :1 introduced in 2.7; as, for b in M$0 & M1 , we
have, using 7.1(i),
J J/2 s(b) J/2 J =J r(a)* J = j1(a)
we can construct an isomorphism id rV s
/o
Ad(J J/2) from M1 rV s
/o
?1(M$1 & M3)$
to M1 idV j1/ o (M$1 & M3); let us put, for any x in M1 :
:1
t(x)=(id r V s
/o
Ad(J J/2)) :1(x).
Then, as [EV, 7.3], we have :1(r(b))=1 rs
/ o
r(b); we shall get, using 5.4,
:1
t(b)=(1 idV j1
/ o
j2 b j1)(b)
and
(:1
t
idV j1
/o
id ) :1
t=(id idV j1
/o
12
t
) :1
t .
Then :1
t will be an action of ((M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 , j1 , j2 b j1 , 12
t
) on M1 ;
the subalgebra M :1
t
1 will be equal to M
:1
1 and, therefore, to M0 (2.7), and
the crossed-product will be isomorphic to M2 [EV, 7.6], which finishes the
proof of (v). Let us take now y in M$0 & M2 ; we get, using 7.10(ii):
:2( y)=(?&11 r2 V s2
B 2o
id )(J&1 rV s
/o
81) /11J?1( y)
=(?&11 r2 V s 2
B 2o
id )(J&1 r V s
/ o
81) /(J?1 j1 j1 V id/ J?1 j1) 11
t
j1( y)
=(id j1 V id/ 81J?1) 11
t
( y).
Using [E2, 5.10(i)], we get that :2
t( y)=(id j1V id/ j2 b j1) 11
t
( y), and then
(vi) is just a corollary of 7.10. K
9. PARTICULAR CASES
9.1. Irreducible depth 2 inclusions. If the inclusion M0 /M1 is irreducible,
we have seen in 4.2 hat any operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to M0 is
adapted; therefore, the situation studied in [EN, E2, E3] is a particular
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case of the hypothesis of 8.2; applying 8.2, we obtain on M$0 & M2 a
structure of (the von Neumann version of) a locally compact quantum
group, as defined in [KV]. I am indebted to Stephan Vaes who pointed out
a mistake in [E2, 7.5]; therefore, the quantum group structure obtained in
[EN, E2] may not be a Woronowicz algebra (as defined in [MN]) as
claimed in [E2], but this slightly more general situation.
9.2. Finite dimensional case. Let M0 /M1 a depth 2 inclusion of a von
Neumann algebra, with a regular operator-valued weight T1 from M1 to
M0 such that the algebra M$0 & M2 is finite dimensional. Then, as, by
hypothesis, T2 | M$0 & M2 is semi-finite, it is finite; therefore, as T2(1) is bounded,
T2 is finite, and T1 is adapted by 4.2. (In fact, it is straightforward to see
that M$1 & M3 is also finite dimensional, with same dimension as M$0 & M2 ,
and that T1 is bounded too). Moreover, the Hilbert space H1=L2(M$0 & M2)
is finite dimensional, and, by (2.4), the Hopf-bimodule structure on M$0 & M2
over M$0 & M1 reduces to a co-associative coproduct 11
t
from M$0 & M2
into M$0 & M2M$0 & M2 such that 11
t
(1){1 (unless the inclusion is
irreducible); this is a weak Hopf C*-algebra in the sense of [BSz1, BSz2,
Sz]. Moreover, using the preceeding results, we can add to this structure
the fact that j1 will be a co-inverse, i.e., that we get  b 11
t
b j1=( j1j1) b 11
t
and that T2 | M$0 & M2 will be a left Haar operator-valued weight, i.e., that, for
all x in M$0 & M2 , we have (idT2) 11
t
(x)=(idT2)(11
t
(1)(1x)). One
can put also a co-associative coproduct 12
t
on M$1 & M3 such that j2 will
be a co-inverse and T3 | M$1 & M3 a left Haar operator-valued weight.
For instance, if M0 /M1 is a depth 2 inclusion of finite-dimensional von
Neumann algebras (of finite-dimensional semi-simple V-algebras), we are in
this situation and the action on M1 can be described, following 2.4, as an
injective morphism :1
t from M1 into M$1M3 such that :1
t(1){1 and
(:1
tid ) :1
t=(id 12
t
) :1
t .
9.3. Subfactors. Let us come back to the hypothesis and notations of
8.2. We get, then
j1(M$0 & M1) & (M$0 & M1)=(M$1 & M2) & (M$0 & M1)=Z(M1)
and
j2 b j1(M$0 & M1) & j1(M$0 & M1)=M$2 & M3 & M$1 & M2
=Z(M2)= j1(Z(M0)).
Therefore, if M0 is a factor, the Hopf-bimodule (B=(M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 ,
j1 , j2 b j1 , 12
t
) which acts on M1 verifies j2 b j1(B) & j1(B)=C and, therefore,
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cannot be isomorphic to (L(G(0)), L(G), rG , rG , 1G
t
), where L(G) is the
von Neumann algebra generated by the convolution algebra associated to
the groupo@ d G, unless G is a group.
If M1 is a factor, the Hopf-bimodule (B=(M$0 & M1), M$0 & M2 , id, j1 ,
11
t
) satisfies B & j1(B)=C and, therefore, cannot be isomorphic to
(L(G(0)), L(G), rG , rG , 1G
t
), where L(G) is the von Neumann algebra
generated by the convolution algebra associated to the groupo@ d G, unless
G is a group. So, the Hopf-bimodule (B=(M$0 & M1)o, M$1 & M3 , j1 ,
j2 b j1 , 12
t
) which acts on M1 verifies j2 b j1(B) & j1(B)=C and, therefore,
cannot be isomorphic to (L(G(0)), L(G), rG , sG , 1G ), unless G is a
group.
More generally, if both M0 and M1 are factors, then the two Hopf-
bimodules we construct are of the form (B, M, r, s, 1) and (Bo, M , s, r^, 1 ),
and verify
r(B) & r^(B)=r(B) & s(B)= r^(B) & s(B)=C.
In particular, it cannot be the commutative (resp. symmetric) Hopf-
bimodule structure given by a groupo@ d (unless this groupo@ d is a group).
If M0 /M1 is a depth 2 inclusion of II1 -factors, of finite index, then, by
[GHJ, 3.6.2], the algebra M$0 & M2 is finite dimensional; we are then in
the situation described in the beginning of (9.2), and we obtain a weak
C*-algebra, which is bi-connected in the sense of [NV1]; we recover then
the results of [NV2].
9.4. Group actions. Let us take an action : of a locally compact group
on a von Neumann algebra A. We have seen in [EN, 4.2; EV, 3.12] that
the inclusion :(A)/A <: G is depth 2 and that the operator-valued weight
T:~ =(id ,G@ ) :~ from A <: G to :(A) is regular (where :~ is the dual co-
action of the Hopfvon Neumann algebra R(G) generated by the right
regular representation of G, and ,G@ is the Plancherel weight on R(G)). Let
us see some sufficient conditions under which this operator-valued weight
is adapted in order to apply the former results:
 if the action is outer (i.e., the relative commutant :(A)$ & A <: G is
equal to C), then we are in the irreducible case, and the operator valued
weight is adapted.
 if the relative commutant :(A)$ & A <: G is equal to the center of
:(A), then, by 4.2, the operator valued weight is adapted; let X be a
measured space such that L(X ) is isomorphic to the center of A; we then
get that the derived inclusion is :(L(X ))/L(X_G), which leads to the
groupo@ d structure on X_G given by the action of G on X included by the
restriction of : to the center of A.
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 if the group G is discrete, then, as ,G@ is a state, T:~ is a conditional
expectation, and, by 4.2, it is adapted.
 if the group G is compact, then the operator-valued weight con-
structed by the basis construction at the next step of the tower will be a
conditional expectation from AL(L2(G)) to A <: G; therefore, by 4.2, T:~
is adapted.
 if the action : is trivial, then A <: G=AR(G), and the relative
commutant :(A)$ & A <: G is equal to Z(A)R(G); the operator-valued
weight from AR(G) to A is id,G@ , and its modular automorphism
group on Z(A)R(G) is id_,G@, which is equal to _{,G@t , for any semi-
finite faithful trace { on Z(A); therefore, it is adapted.
 if the action is inner, let ug be a one-parameter group of unitaries
in A such that, for all g in G, :g(x)=ug xug*, then let U be the unitary
element of AL(G) given by the function g  ug ; then A <: G=
U(AR(G)) U* by [E1, II.3] and the relative commutant :(A)$ & A <: G
is equal to U(Z(A)R(G)) U*; one gets, using [E1, II.8], that the
operator-valued weight from A <: G to :(A) is, for all positive X in A <: G,
such that T:~ (X)=:((id,G@)(U*XU)); therefore, its modular automorphism
group is equal to _ ({,G@) b AdUt , and the operator-valued weight is adapted.
9.5. Quantum group actions. All these remarks remains true, mutatis
mutandis, if one takes an action of a measured quantum group (a Woronowicz
algebra W=(M, 1, j, {, .) in the sense of [MN, E3]) instead of a locally
compact group; more precisely:
 if the action is outer, we are in the irreducible case.
 if the relative commutant :(A)$ & A <: W is equal to the center of
:(A), then we obtain a quantum groupo@ d over the commutative basis Z(A).
 if the quantum group W is a compact quantum group, then the
operator-valued weight T:~ =(id .^$) :~ (cf. [E3, 2.6] ) is adapted.
 if the quantum group W is a discrete quantum group, then the
operator-valued weight T:~ is adapted.
 if the action is inner, i.e., if there exists a unitary U in AM which
is a cocycle for the trivial action of W on A such that :(X )=U(X1) U*
for all X in A, then the operator-valued weight T:~ is adapted.
9.6. Actions of principal groupo@ ds. Let us consider the inclusion :(A)/
A <: G, where : is an action of a principal groupo@ d G on a von Neumann
algebra A. Using [Y2, 3.2(ii)], we get that we have :(A)$ & A <: G=:(Z(A)).
In [Y3, 3.11] a normal faithful semi-finite operator valued weight T1 from
A <: G on :(A) is constructed which is therefore adapted using 4.2.
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Let us make the basic construction for this inclusion and this operator-
valued weight. The standard Hilbert space L2(A <: G) had been studied in
([Y2]; see Lemma 2.6 for the formula giving the antilinear isometry J1 of
this space), and this leads to the basic construction:
:(A)/A <: G/A VL (G (0)) L(L2(G)).
Using the biduality theorem for actions of groupo@ ds [Y1, 6.5], we get that
this last inclusion is isomorphic to the inclusion
:~ (A <: G)/(A <: G) <:~ G ,
where :~ is the dual co-action of G on the crossed-product A <: G constructed
in [Y1, 4.8], and (A <: G) <:~ G the bicrossed-product studied in [Y1, 6.5.].
Using the bidual action :~~ and 7.9, one can construct a normal faithful
operator-valued weight from (A <: G) <:~ G to ((A <: G) <:~ G ):~
~
; this last
algebra is equal to :~ (A <: G) by [Y5]. This operator-valued weight is semi-
finite, because is restriction to 1L (G (0)) L(G) is semi-finite (using the
Haar property [V1, 3.2.7], it is equal to the Haar operator-valued weight
on L(G)); therefore, by 4.3, the canonical operator-valued weight T2 will
be equal to this one, up to a positive invertible operator affiliated to
Z(:(A)) & Z(A <: G) (which is :(Z(A)):, by [Y2, 3.2(iii)]). Moreover, the
restriction of T2 to the relative commutant M$0 & M2 is semi-finite (because
its restriction to 1L (G ( 0 )) L(G) is semi-finite).
One step further, by similar arguments (cf. [Y1, 7.8]), the inclusion is
:~ (A <: G)/(A <: G) <:~ G /(A <: G) VL (G (0)) L(L2(G))
and the operator-valued weight T3 will be equal (up to a positive invertible
operator affiliated to :(Z(A)): L (G (0)) 1) to the operator-valued weight
constructed by the construction made in [Y3, 3.11] applied to the tridual
action of G on (A <: G) VL (G (0)) L(L2(G)), whose restriction on 1L (G (0))
R(G) (and, therefore, to M$1 & M3) is semi-finite.
The operator-valued weight constructed in [Y3] is therefore regular. For
the derived tower, we shall get
:(Z(A))L (G (0)) 1/:(Z(A))L(G (0)) L(G)
/:(Z(A))L(G (0)) L(L2(G))
which is a basic construction, by the above arguments applied to the
restriction of the action : to Z(A). The inclusion is therefore depth 2.
9.7. Some simple depth 2 inclusions. For any von Neumann algebra M,
we shall write its center Z(M); we may consider the inclusion M/M; the
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tower is then M/M/M/ } } } , the derived tower is Z(M)/Z(M)/
Z(M)/ } } } , and it is therefore depth 2. This construction leads to a
homomorphism from Z(M) to Z(M) VZ(M) Z(M)=Z(M), which is the
identity map and therefore to the trivial space groupo@ d X, where Z(M)=
L(X); the co-inverse and the left Haar operator valued weight are clearly
also the identity map.
Let us now consider, for any von Neumann algebra M, the inclusion
Z(M)/M. Let us choose a normal faithful semi-finite weight , on M; let
us write M$ for the commutant of M on the standard Hilbert space
H=H, . The tower is Z(M)/M/(M _ M$)"/ } } } The derived tower will
be the same, starting from M, and this inclusion is therefore depth 2. Let
us choose a normal semi-finite faithful trace { on Z(M); then there exists
a normal semi-finite faithful operator valued weight T1 from M to Z(M)
such that {=, b T1 ; as M$0 & M2=M2 , T2 | M$0 & M2 is semi-finite. We easily
get that H2=H { H and M3=(M _ M$)" VZ(M) M and that T3=id VZ(M) T1 ;
therefore M$1 & M3=M$ V Z(M) M and T3 | M$1 & M3 is semi-finite. Moreover,
T1 is trivially adapted, with S=id. Therefore, our construction leads to a
bimodule structure:
(M _ M$)"  (M _ M$)" VM (M _ M$)"
By definition, this last algebra is the commutant of Z(M)M Z(M) on the
Hilbert space H, H. This last Hilbert space is isomorphic to H, and this
isomorphism sends Z(M)M Z(M) onto Z(M) and therefore (M _ M$)"
VM (M _ M$)" onto Z(M)$=(M _ M$)". There again, this bimodule struc-
ture (over the basis M) is the identity map of (M _ M$)" It can be easily
verified that the dual bimodule structure, which is obtained from the inclu-
sion M/(M _ M$)", will be the identity map of (M _ M$)", over the basis
M$. In both cases, the co-inverse is the canonical anti-automorphism of
(M _ M$)" given by X  JX*J. This situation can be called the trivial
quantum space groupo@ d.
For any von Neumann algebra, let us consider the inclusion C/M; let
us take a normal semi-finite faithful weight . on M; writing H=H. , the
tower obtained is then C/M/L(H)/L(H)M/ } } } , which is evidently
depth 2. This leads to a bimodule structure from L(H) into L(H) VM L(H)
=L(H); the dual one seems to be more interesting; the coproduct goes
from M$M (where M$ is the commutant of M on H), into (M$M) VM$
(M$M)=M$Z(M)M, because one can check that M VM$ M$=
Z(M). The co-inverse will be given by the application which sends X in
M$M onto (J.J.) _X*_(J. J.); the left-invariant operator-valued
weight is given by id..
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9.8. Other examples. If M0 /M1 and P0 /P1 are depth 2 inclusions
with regular adapted operator-valued weight, it is easy to check that M0P0
/M1P1 has the same properties. This leads to quantum groupo@ d which
are tensor products of objects of the preceeding types.
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